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LILLIAN SIMMONS AND HOLLIS

Stanley Judkins

WEAVER INSTALLED AS WARREN

Warren's First

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS HEADS

Town Manager

Police School

Stanley W. Judkins. 24. of Me- i
chanic Falls, has accepted the po
sition of Warren's first town man- !
ager. and will take over his duties
Wednesday, in the selectmen's of
fice, it is announced by George A.
Buck, chairman of the board of se
lectmen.
Mr Judlcin's salary will be $3,000
a year, plus $500 for expenses.
He was graduated from Gould
Academy at Bethel and with a B. S
degree from the University of
Maine in civil engineering, town
manager option, ln 1950. He served
a municipal Internship in Auburn
the summer of 1950, following
which, he was retained as assist
ant city manager there until Jan.
1951, when he was inducted into
the armed forces. He received his
honorable discharge from the army
in January.
Mr. Jkidkins is single and will
live at the Georges River Inn in
Warren.

Patrolman Ronald Packard of
the Rockland Police Department is
to attend the Maine State Police
Training School at Augusta, ac
cording to Chief Bernard Thotnp- ;
son.
The course of instruction lasts
eight weeks with the school being
held at Camp Keyes and the state
troopers, members of municpal de
partments and county sheriffs be
ing billeted at the camp for tlie
duration of the course
Packard has been a member of
the Rockland department for two
years.
Rockland's representative at the
last school held by state police,
Capt. Kenneth Jacobson was honor
man in his class.

Officers of Crescent Temple, P.
S., and ot Georges River Lodge, K.
of P., were Installed Friday night,
-.at a semi-public installation.
Inducted for the Crescent Tem
ple were, Mrs. Lillian Simmons,
most excellent chief; Mrs Mary
Creamer, excellent senior; Mrs. Al
ice Peabody, excellent Junior; Mrs
Shirley Bowley, manager; Miss Do
ris Hyler, secretary; Mrs Mildred
Gammon, treasurer; Mrs Helen
Searle, protector: Mrs. Gertrude
Weaver, guard and Mrs. Clara
Leach, past chief.
The officers were seated by Mrs.
Gertrude Oliver of Friendship, past
grand Junior of the Grand Temple.
P. S, assisted by Mrs. Bertha
Jameson, acting as grand senior;
and Mrs. Annie Doe, acting as
grand manager, both of Friendship
Mrs. Shirley Bowley of Warren,
acted as flag bearer, while Llew
ellyn Oliver of Friendship was the
musician.
Mrs. Edith Wylie of Warren, past
chief of Mayflower Temple. P S., of
Thomaston, acted as presiding offi
cer during the Installation She was
presented a gift and corsage in be
half of the Temple. The officers
were presented flowers by Larry
and Barry Jenkins, twin sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jenkins.
Mrs. Lillian Simmons, newly in
stalled most excellent chief, pre
sented gifts to the installing offi
cers, and a gift to past chief, Mrs.
Clara Leach.
Hollis Weaver, of Washington
was installed as chancellor com
mander of Georges River Lodge.
Friday night.
Other
officers Installed
for
Georges River Lodge were, Kenneth
Cousins, vice
chancellor, Ralph
Norwood, prelate; Roland Starrett,
secretary: Maurice Davis, financial
secretary; Harold Searle, treasurer;
Lewis Robinson, master-at-arms;

Herbert Kenniston, inner guard;
and Earle Robinson, outer guard.
The officers were seated by Ed
ward Baker of Boothbay, district
deputy grand chancellor, assisted
by Arnold Teague of Trevett, dis
trict deputy grand master at arms.
A short program was given with
the following participating, Llew
ellyn Oliver of Friendship. Ray
mond Jenkins and Mrs. Lillian
Simmons of Warren.
Ouests were present from Mizpah
Temple, Boothbay Harbor; Lincoln
Temple of Damariscotta. Mayflower
Temple of Thomaston and Friend
ship of Friendship. Also Arcana
Lodge K. of P., of Thomaston and
the K. of P Lodges of Boothbay.
Damariscotta and Friendship.

Mobile Battalion
Alerted For Flood

Area Service
Flood conditions existing In the
more central part ot the State
brought a stand-by warning for
emergency duty to Knox County
Mobile Reserve Battalion of the
Civil Defense set-up. The com
mander. Colonel Philip N Kalloch
received advice from State head
quarters at Augusta Friday that hls
organization might be needed and
issued a warning order to the
members of hts unit.
Radio equipment on issue to the
local battalion was sent to the
flood area, to be manned by op
erators there.
With an easing of the extreme
danger the need for the Knox
County forces ceased and the or
ganization was secured Sunday
morning.

Trawler Surge

Added To Birdseye
Rockland Fleet

land.

Master of the steel dragger.
which was built for General Foods
in Cleveland. Ohio, several years
ago,
will be Captain
Douglas
Schwartz who has been skipper of
the Flow
The Surge has a fish hold capa
city of 350.000 pounds and will run
to the Grand Banks on her trips,
the first of which is to start the lat
ter part of this week. She is now
being prepared for sea at General
Experience is the only sure-fire Foods Shipyard where she docked
cure for inexperience.
Saturday after a run from Boston
Schwartz' assignment as master
of tlte Surge moves Capt. Alfred
Schweiger from the Billow to the
Flow and puts the Billow in com
ANNOUNCING CLASSES IN
mand of Capt Robert Ames.
The 8urge will be the largest vesEARLY AMERICAN DECORATION
: sell in the Rockland fleet, measur
ing 133 feet ln length and having a
AT THE
' beam of 26 feet, a draft of 12 feet.
I She is registered as being of 310
gross tons and 142 net tons. Power
is supplied by a 650 horsepower die
sel engine.

FARNSWORTH ART MUSEUM

Commencing Saturday, April 4

Traffic Accidents

BEGINNERS CLASS
ADVANCED CLASS

10.30 to 12.30
2.00 to

4.00

Instruction in shaded bronze stencilling and brush
stroke painting for the restoration and reproduc
tion of Early American furniture and tinware.
Registrations for the course are now being taken

at the Museum

•oeoooooooooooeooooooeooooooooooeooooootf*
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CHISHOLM'S
SPECIALS FOR EASTER

Packard To State

Pearl Studley Buys

Out Partners In
Photo by Barde

, _

Thomastons residents last night
approved appropriations which will
set their tax rate this year between
72 and 73 mills, according to Town
Manager Putnam.
Thc total budget of $135.136 15
excecds
Qf
f
$15,000
School operation, repairs, equip
ment. insurance, bonds and Inter
est received $71.374 35 of the total
budget.
Zoning Article

The much disputed area on West
Main Street where a change ln
zoning classification has been
asked, came up for discussion un
der Article 58. After a lengthy dis
cussion, during which there was
business section by 70 per cent
since it was instituted on Oct 13
He also observed that there has
been no increase in the number of
pedestrian accidents in the same
period.
The steady flow of traffic on
Main street has erased the two
major traffic bottlenecks ln the
city; those at the head of Tillson
Avenue and at Winter Street It
used to be. with traffic traveling
both north and south on Main
street, that traffic jams were com
mon at those two street Junctions
Thompson said that the heavy
flow of summer traffic will be the
real test of the rotary plan. How
ever. he expects that even the
greatly increased number of cars
will be handled much more rapid
ly than in past years.

within—

Brooks received a total of 200 while
Who knows how close the tie?
Victor K Hills polled 195. William The Heavens above, the heart of
Down 70 Per Cent
love—
Everett, whose term on the board
Wlilch the most boundless sky?
expired, did not seek office again
With Rotary Plan
Alfred Strout was elected mod Tlie man, the universe, the whole—
Chief of Polioe Bernard Thomp
Where the dividing line?
erator, continuing him in the same
Is there not one heart, one mind,
son commented Monday that the
office he has filled several years
one soul.
rotary traffic plan has decreased
One life, one light to shine.
Increased Police Force
motor vehicle accidents in the
The sum of $3650 was voted for The Creator, the created, tlie cre
ation.
<XXXXXXYXXXXXVXXXXkXXXXYXXXXXX\XN\\\\\XXXXXXXXXXX\\\\Y\\YV police protection with a second
The inseparable trinity,
officer being added to the force Tlie oneness that endures forever:
to serve under Chief George Shaw
God Is, I am, Thou art ln me.
(Continued On Page Six)
—Martha Smock.

Ma Hubbard's
now
Open

For Your Floor and Wall Needs
Buy from a Large Selection

At MEREDITH’S
• Inlaid

• Linoleum Bugs

• Congowal!

• Plastic Tile

In Only
Famous Nationally
Known Names

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

Venetian Blinds

Clean and Courteous Service

and

Window Shades

OLD AND NEW CUSTOMERS WELCOME
(FORMERLY CHISHOLM'S SPA)

FREE
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ESTIMATES
INSTALLATIONS

Meredith’s Staff of Experts Will Install
Your Linoleum or Wall Covering
With Complete Perfection—

PACKERS —NOTICE!!

All Persons Planning To Pack This Year
At the Port Clyde Packing Company—

Please Call At the Factory At Once
To Sign Up and Have Tables Marked
EASTER
CANDY
SPECIALTIES
Fannie Farmer Fresh Chocolates

Port Clyde Packing Company

STOP IN TODAY FOR YOUR FLOOR OF TOMORROW

MEREDITH Furniture Co.
313-315 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 1425
ROCKLAND, MAINE

POET CLYDE - MAINE

39-It

38-39
Ils. XL s- EM.’m.m

Choc. Easter Eggs 35c & 60c

Full Line of Lhe Famous

Gibson Easter Greeting Cards

CHISHOLM'S CANDY STORE
484 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
39-40’

The Knox County Sheriffs’ De
partment will have two-way radio
in operation within a month, ac
cording to Sheriff P. Willard
Pease. The unit ln this county
will eventually be a part of a state
wide net planned by the sheriffs
of the 16 counties.
Pease said Monday that a main
transmitting station will be lo
cated at the courthouse with mo
bile units located in his car and
that of Deputy Sheriff Edgar Libby
of Thomaston, who is on full time
duty.
The unit will have 60 watts power
and will operate on a frequency
of 3692 kilocycles. It will have a
range of approximately 50 miles
which will allow the local officials
to reach stations, or cars, in Lin

coln. Waldo Sagadahoc and Ken
nebec Counties. Messages can be
relayed from those stations to
more distant stations.
At present, sheriffs in Kennebec.
Penobscot, Androscoggin and Knox
Counties either have in use or are
installing
transmitters.
Other
counties have appropriations tn
the making or are planning the
installation of stations.
In addition, Town Manager Al
len Torrey at Camden has request
ed permission to operate a radio
in the town's cruiser car on the
sheriffs frequency, giving the de
partment a third mobile unit.
Cost of equipping the main
transmitter station and the two
cars with mobile units will be ap
proximately $2300

BIRDSEYE PLANT INCREASES WAGES

4 1-2 CENTS AN HOUR RETROACTIVE

and one half cent hourly increase vising plant manager of the oom
in the wages of fillet plant work pany activities at Gloucester and
ers last week.
Rockland, and James Brazier, man
The decision comes at the close ager of the Rockland plant. Also,
of the first year ln which the union Harold Leach, personnel director
has represented the fish plant for Birdseye at Rockland, Richard
workers.
Wagner, personnel official at Bos
In the discussions which led to ton and Hersohel McCurdy who
the increase, the union was repre holds the same position in the New
sented by Henry Nare, port agent; York office.
Alfred Greer, Hazel Hawkins andI The increase in wages is retro
John Kaler Also present were Dan active to January 9 and covers all
iel McMillan of Boston, official of hourly workers ln the Tillson Av
the fishermens union
enue plant.

STONINGTON SHIPYARD TO BUILD

SIXTY 63-FOOT AIR-SEA RESCUE
CRAFT FOR GOVERNMENT
Billings Brothers Shipyard of
Stonington has received a contract
for the construction of 60 air-sea
rescue craft, according to Fred
Oatcombe of Owl's Head, general
manager of the yard.
Gatcombe. who headed the
wartime activities at Snow Ship
yards, Inc., and later managed the
same yard under General Seafoods
ownership, was instrumental ln the
contract going to the Deer Isle

yard.
The rescue craft will be 83 feet
in length and win be mahogany
planked and decked. Power will
be supplied by gasoline engines,
the horsepower of which Is with
held by the government.
The yard will employ 200 or more
men and will have from eight fo
10 hulls on the ways at a time.
Construction ls to start within two
or three weeks

OWL'S HEAD ESTABLISHES A FIRE
DEPARTMENT AND BOOSTS TAX
RATE TO POSSIBLE 79 MILLS
Ow's Head appropriated $2500
for the establishment of a town
fire fighting force at a special town
meeting last evening
In the plans for the town's fu
ture fire fighting activities is the
possible purchase of a unit from
the Oamden Fire Department, at a
price reported to be $500 It Ls
understood that the truck is ap
proved by the Fire Rating Bureau.
Named to a committee to estab
lish the new department are the
three selectmen, Avard Walker.
Donald Wiley, and Alvis Epps. Se
lected to serve with them are; Dr
Bradford Adams, Allan Borgeson.
Donald Lewis and Winfield Mad
docks.
The selectmen were authorized to
turn over to the volunteer fire de
partment any equipment which the
community might buy The spe
cial committee was directed to es
tablish the department and prepare
by-laws for the organization.
More than 50 men and women,
of the town signified their inten
tions of joining the Owl's Head
Volunteer Fire Department, when
it is established.
The purchase of Indian tanks,
hose and other equipment was
authorized, as well as repairs on
equipment and the establishing of
a fire station. The selectmen and
fire committee were authorized to
make purchases and disburse funds
for the department.

owners ln the area are necessary
before the section can be made
town road officially.
The sum of $450 was added to the
roads and bridges fund by the
meeting.
Move Ups Tax Rate

The total town budget, which the
assessors will use ln their work,
starting tomorrow, will be approx
imately $35550 which will bring a
tax rate to an estimated 79 mill*.
Detroit Transmission Division o:
General Motors has just complete<
its i.OOO,000th Hvdra-Matlc drive
fully automatic transmission user
by Pontiac, Oldsmobile and Cadil
lac.

Plan Now To Attend!
UNIVERSALIST CHURCF
You Are Always Welcome!
HOLY THURSDAY 1.30 P. M
FASTER SUNDAY 11 A. M.

0000000000000000000000

EASTER SHOES

Lucia Beach

The acceptance of a Lucia Beach
Road as a town road was approved
with the stipulation that lt will
reach to the property of Owen
Weeks, where a new road will
eventually pass behind cottages to
open the Second Lucia Beach area
The signatures of two property

We Feature the

Following Children’s
Oood Shoes—

Now Is the Time the Moth

Lays the Destructive Egg

1 lb. and 2 lb Boxes

Miniatures $1.40 Ib.

KNOX COUNTY SHERIFFS TO HAVE
TWO WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

Furniture Firm

who has been with the firm 40
more than a little feeling apparent, years, and In recent years has
the article was passed over
been Its manager and president.
Transfer of the stock in the
Dexter Street Bridge
The ancient bridge over a quarry firm owned by Virgie F Studley
on Dexter street was described as of Rockland and Arthur Day of
being unsafe for use and $1600 Bangor was made last Saturday
with Stuart Burgess acting as at
asked for its repair
The meeting approved a total of torney. Adding the newly-acquired
$5000 for repair and the filling in stock to that previously held by
of the quarry under the bridge, him. gives him complete ownership
eventually. Material from strip of the firm.
The firm, which is to be known
ping operations at the cement
in the future as "Studley's" was
plant was suggested as the fill.
started in 1906 by Virgie F Studley
Elections
j who retained an interest in its op
Balloting for town officers opened eration up to last week
at 10 a. m aud went on throughout
The firm was burned out in the
the day In the contest for se fire of Dec. 12 but was relocated ln
lectmen to fill the vacancy left by a matter of days at 71-75 Park
the retirement of Albert Elliott Street in buildings owned by
from the board. Robert H Blake Virgie Studley. The store is now
defeated James H Mayo 206 to 174 j being expanded to Include the
Town Clerk Arnold M. Bryant , space occupied until recently by
was unopposed for office and Round Top Farm
polled a total of 374 votes out ot
407 cast during the time the polls FAVORITE POEM
were open
If I had my life to live again, 1
Maynard J. Spear, seeking re- would have made a rule to read
I election to the board of assessors, some poetry and listen to some
polled 292 votes to 89 for Hazen music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes ls a loss of
j Cook
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
The entest for a vacancy on thc
ONENESS
s:hool
was the cIo6£St
i the
ln yea„ Mr, Uah D The world without, the world

7 A. M. to 1 A. M.

Easter Egg Carts
98c to $1.29
Q
Samplers - 1 and 2 lbs. 7
New Golden Flair
Ib. $1.60

Volume 108, Number 39

TO JANUARY 9—130 INVOLVED
It took more than just an ordinary sense of civic responsibility for
I Thomaston voters to go to the polls yesterday. The weather was miserSole ownership of the furniture
f able and Mrs. Katherine Felt had to don boots, slicker and sou-wester to firm of V. F Studley. Inc., has
Officials of the Atlantic Fisher
Representatives of the company
I be prepared to cast her ballot at Watts Hall. Tellers in the background
men's Union and Birdseye Division at the conference table were: Rob
been
aoquired
by
H
Pearl
Studley.
are Miss Anna Donohue, Mrs. Raymond Spear and Mrs. W. C. Brooks. Jr.
of Oeneral Poods agreed on a four ert Merchant of Gloucester, super
j

General Foods Corporation has
transferred the 135 foot dragger
Surge from its Massachusetts op
erations to operate out of Rock

City Assigns Officer

THOMASTON VOTES $71,374.35

$5 00 per year
82 50 six months

FOR BONDED FUR STORAGE
CALL 541

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

furriers
39-It

Have Your

JUMPING JACKS

Easter Day Dinner

SANDLER “JUNIOES"

PROUD FIT

At the

KNOX HOTEL

LITTLE STUDENT

THOMASTON
Serving 12 Noon to 3 P. M.
Call Thom. 54 For Reservations.
Look for menu in Thursday's
paper.
39-lt

A to E

gy

mnBAnui.Lii.»g

Quality Shoe Shop
D. J. CHISHOLM, Prop.
31< MAIN BT.
BOCKLAND
JS-lt
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Rockland Bowling

Loudville Tomcat,

18, Still A Scrapper
League Has Quiet
Week-The Banquet And Hunter
Little to report this week because
of much inactivity on Tuesday
night the Water Co., bowled one
of their closest matches of the sea
son as they dropped a close deci
sion to the Legion team four points
to one. The Legion team won the
first .string by 30 pins, the second by
only one pin and lost the last by
eight pins to take the total by a
slim 23 pins. Hubbs kept his aver
age on the upward trend as he
rolled a 319 total and had 111 for
high single for the Legion. For the
Mittens, a mustard yellow cat
Water Co., Rector had his best
who makes his home with Lettie
best match of the year and rolled
275 with a single of 96. In the other ! Prior at Loudville in Muscongus
match the 40*8 kept tight up in ] Bay, has set some sort of a
there with a hard won four to one [ feline record for longevity. It is a
decision over the ever dangerous matter of record that he has spent
IOOF. The IOOF took the first 18 years on the island, arriving
string by 18. lost the second by there from Muscongus when a tiny
only seven, and were defeated by kitten.
His original owner was Mrs Alice
16 ln the last string to lose the
match by five pins. This match was Webber of Muscongus who hrought
decided in the last minute as W. him to the island bearing the name
Drinkwater, who had been trying of Mustard. It didn't take long to
in vain all evening, came through change his name to Mittens due to
With a nice eight pin spare to pull his double paws which appeared
out the match. Rufus had 303 for to be a mitten with a thumb on
the 40&8 and Alley had 302 but the side. Mrs. Prior's granddaugh
Drink's spare was a big one. Rufus ter, Marcia Ann. agreed to the new
had 100 for high single for the 40 name and it has stuck, for 18 years
&8 and Hastings led the IOOF with
Despite his advanced age, he
113 and 301. Thursday night the still has good hearing and sight
Birdseye pulled the upset of the and will stare down a dog or an
year as they beat the Gulf team other cat any day. Apparently, his
three to two in the waning mo appetite is good too for he weighs
ments of the match, thus the Gulf in with his scraps with intruders
have lost two matches in a row for at a comfortable 13 pounds.
the first time this year. In the
He scorns a soft pillow or blan
other match the Tire Company did ket and prefe-s to sleep in a shoe
not show up for their match with box or a hard chair.
the Indies. On Friday night all
Hunting is his specialty and he
matches were rained out and called shows up frequently with mice
because of wet alleys, guess the gut and rats, and occasionally a squir
ters were used that day for water rel.
instead of bowling balls This week
adds three more postponements to
Joseph Cassidy
the long list.
In this week's action Tuesday the j
40&8 meet the Water Co., and j Collapses, Dies
Elks meet the Legion. On Thurs- I
In South Hope
day night there are two good
matches with the Shells meeting
Joseph Cassidy. 74, of Ingraham
That IOOF team and the Gulf and
Hill was found dead beside the Al
MCRR these could both be big
matches for those concerned name ford Lake Camp road in South
ly, SheU. MCRR. The Gulf is well Hope this morning by a Mrs. Al
in and the IOOF is just raising the derman who reported to Mrs. Doro
devil with those up top, Friday thy Folta, administrator of Knox
night the Independents meet Birds Hospital, calling from the home
eye and the Eastern Tire meet the of Arthur Hart in South Hope.
Mrs. Folta notified State Police,
Van Baalen crew.
On Wednesday night their will who investigated, together with
be a meeting of all Caotains in the Sheriff Willard Pease. The desk
tower room of the Community officer at the barracks later said
Building. Hope all Captains can be that the medical examiner. Dr.
their as the matter of banquet Charles D. North revealed that
death had been due to natural
and trophies is to be discussed.
causes.
Drowsy? Yawning? Sleepy, mister?
First knowledge of Mrs. Alder
See that diner up ahead?
man’s finding the body came at
Stop Have coffee. Do some talking. 10 a. m. Mrs Folta identified
Keep on this way, you'll be dead! her as a nurse who had served in
Keep your mind on what you're special cases at the hospital in the
past.
doing
State Police said that Mr. Cas
While youle there .. behind the
sidy had been to a store in East
wheel.
Wandering thoughts mean trou Union and was walking back to
thy home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
ble's brewing—
Man-sized trouble—that’s for real! Heath on the Alford Lake Road, ac
companied by Mr Heath, when he
»»4»4***%*»***»**4»»*»**»»***»* collapsed and died.
He was a retired railroad man,
— WANTED —
having
worked for a considerable
OLD FASHIONED
number of years as a mechanic and
CHAIR TABLES
hostler at Maine Central round
house
in Rockland.
Preferably those with round
tops. I'll pay from $25.00 to
$40.00 for them—depending on
style and condition. Write or
phone

w. J. FRENCH

HIGH ST - CAMDEN', ME.
TEL. CAMDEN 759
38-43
4444444****%*****«****«»***»*v»

When the coming of spring
warms our blood, let’s keep our
heads cool and our eyes wide open,
urge our State Police. Let's pre
vent accidents from occurring on
our streets and highways, and let's
keep trouble away from our door,
by driving safely.

OUR REPUTATION
Is Your
Assurance of Satisfaction
30 YEARS IN BUSINESS

OUR VALUES ARE OUTSTANDING
'52 DeSoto Firedome
Club Coupe
'52
Dodge
Club Coupe
’52 Plymouth Club Cpe.
'51 Plymouth Sedan
’51 Plymouth Tudor
'51 Plymouth Club Cpe
’51 DeSoto Sedan
'50 Dodge Sedan
’51 Willys Stationwagon '50 Plymouth Club Cpe
’50 Plymouth Sedan
'50 Chevrolet Sedan
’50 DeSoto Sedan
'49 DeSoto Sedan
’50 Dodge Tudor
'48 Studebaker Conv.
’49 Plymouth Sedan
'47 Chevrolet Sedan
’47 DeSoto Sedan
47 Plymouth Stationwagon
’42 Oldsmobile Tudor
’39 Plymouth Sedan
'37 Chevrolet Sedan
48 G.M.C. Pick-up
’51 Chevrolet Pick-up

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Rockland Shooters

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Took Gardiner 7

[EDITORIAL]

CAPTAIN ORCUTT RETURNS
The position of The Courier-Gazette is much improved
by the return from his tour in the Armed Forces of Captain
Kenneth I. Orcutt. He is master of the art of newspaper
advertising composition, and is an expert photo engraver.
His return will relieve William Burns, who has been doubling
on make-up with advertising design and selling. Mr Burns
will now devote his full time to ad selling and design with
Gordon Wotton assisting in the selling.
Captain Orcutt served in Africa during World War II
as Weather Officer, and during his recent service has been
instructor and Weather Officer at Dow Field in Bangor.
THE WORD WILL BE—“PLAY BALL’’
The great national game of baseball is on the thresh
old of another year and certainly all is not happiness and
light with the sport. Television made great inroads into its
cash customers last year, the Yankees alone losing over
300.000 in attendance and other teams being in a similar
situation. Unquestionably the game has had more viewers
the past year than ever before, though not in the parks.
The annual "show window" period of exhibition, condi
tioning games, have commanded considerable interest in view
of the well publicized trades made and from them the wise
acres are ready to make prognostications with plenty of “ifs"
to alibi their prophecies. In the National League the Brook
lyn Dodgers certainly have to be given first call, not only
from past performance, but from power and promise. A
team that can sell outright a player of Andy Pafko's ability,
given a fourth good starting pitcher like Russ Mayer, is good.
The Giants. Phils and Cardinals will offer strong competition.
In the American League the Yankees are still top dogs
though their pitchers are a year older and the bugaboo of
overconfidence can wreck any team’s morale. The going will
not be easy, the hard fighting Cleveland Indians, and cer
tainly the Chicago White Sox, with that red hot infield. Fox.
Fain, Carrasquel and Verne Stephens are something to con
jure with.
The ex-Boston Braves will be writing a new chapter of
baseball history, playing out of Milwaukee, after 70 years
in the Massachusetts capital city.

ROCKLAND RUNS ON DOLLARS—TAX DOLLARS
There was a big fire in Rockland Dec. 12 of last year,
almost four months ago. Much property along the main
business street of the city was destroyed and left a void,
untidy and most unpleasant to behold, not only from an
aesthetic point of view but also from a mercenary angle.
The buildings wiped out were mostly places of business:
each employing help and spending money, in taxes and im
provements. The revenues formerly produced by them are
no longer available to our citizens, to the city, the state and
the federal government.
Since the fire this newspaper has received numerous let
ters setting forth proposals for improvements at the inter
section of Main and Park Streets. In an endeavor to be fair
to all, such communications as were couched in proper lan
guage and were not too fantastic were published, not neces
sarily with the endorsement of The Courier-Gazette. We are
still old-fashioned enough to believe that Rockland cannot
afford to give up revenue-producing business and that the
location in question is without doubt about best suited for
just that.
There is one proposal that seems to have made consid
erable headway in the minds of some of our citizens: that
is to convert the area into a beautiful waterfront park
On the face of it that appears to be an easy way to dis
pose of an eyesore. But as in most cases, when dreams are
translated into action on awakening, it costs money, much
money. The owners of the property in question have still
a large investment in the real estate; various estimates give
the figures as around one hundred thousand dollars; other
property needed to be purchased to bring the scheme to com
pletion would possibly cost another fifty thousand dollars;
grading, seawall, landscaping, who knows how much. One
thing we do know definitely, the annual loss in taxes now
paid on the unoccupied land would be $18,000; approximately
double that amount if occupied. There would also be an ad
ditional load of maintenance, for it would take manpower to
keep the place up and we do not know of anyone, not even the
writers of the letters, willing to work for the city for nothing.
The Courier-Gazette is public spirited and will do any
thing possible to help a worth-while community project. It
does not so classify the proposal to turn a large segment of
our business district into a revenue eating, rather than reve
nue producing, activity. We still hope that the owners of the
real estate will rebuild soon, bring back money-making busi
nesses. help to support the city and its inhabitants. To that
end we would be willing to go a long way—cheerfully lend
our colunms to any such constructive efforts and to spend
our dollars if needs be.
The President has asked us as individuals and as com
munities to refrain from spending our substance in impracti
cal projects. We choose to abide by his wishes, and classify
the proposal as such a project.

The power steering system pro
duced by the Saginaw Steering
Gear Division of General Motors
puts oil pressure to work to multi
ply the driver's steering effort. A
piston actuates the steering linkage

Good Place to Buy, Sell, Trade or
Service Your Car

DESOTO — Sales-Service — PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
39-lt

Rockland

H
B.
P.
8.
B.

Lyon
Foye
Dupont
Murray
Turner

937
Pr Oh Total
98
95
193
188
99
89
un
88
185
100
84
184
100
80
180

Photo by Sutliffe

Above appears five mighty Cascade Alleys bowlers making distinguished records. Other pictures will
930 follow. Left to right sit Wes Peacock, Link Sanborn, Harold Arey, Don Poole and Herb Loveless. All
are maligned regularly in this column by Historian O. V. Drew, yet they seem to thrive on it.

Gardiner

Talk On Weaving

Planned For

Museum April 7
Mrs. Marie Phelps of Sherman's
Point, Camden, will give an in
formal talk on weaving at the
Farnsworth Museum April 7 at 7 30
in the evening, to which all per
sons interested are cordially invit
ed Mrs. Phelps will discuss vari
ous techniques of weaving and
demonstrate her talk with samples
of fabrics. She will also discuss
and demonstrate the advantages of
various looms.
The informal talk on weaving is,
in a way, an introduction to the
weaving classes which Mrs. Phelps
will conduct at the Museum. The
first dlass is to commence on
Thursday. April 9. Mrs. Phelps’
ability is well-known in the hand
weaving crafts and her work has
received recognition in many ex
hibitions.
For the last 26 years she has de
voted herself to the learning and
teaching of handicrafts.
She
studied bookbinding with the late
Jacques Nosco of New York City
and Columbia University. Hand
weaving was studied at the Penland School and at a later period,
she has worked with leading in
structors in this craft.
Although Mrs. Phelps now de
votes most of her time and ener
gies to handweaving, sfie is thor
oughly familiar and a craftsman
in leather-work, metal work, fin
ger painting, block printing, paint
ing and stencilling on fabrics,
decoration of trays and other arts,
including watercolor painting.
She has written articles which
appeared in McCall's Needlework
Magazine and Handweaver and
Craftsman, a quarterly publica
tion.
She is now weaving-con
sultant for Ederer, Inc . for which
she designs and prepares instruc
tion sheets for handweaving ar
ticles.
Her work has been exhibited at
the Montclair, New Jersey Muse
um; Newark News Workshop;
Washington University, St Louis,
Missouri (Fifty American Crafts
men), and at R. H Macy's in NewYork City.
Mr. and Mrs Phelps have re
cently built a most attractive
home on Sherman's Point in
Camden. There, she has a spa
cious studio overlooking Penobscot
Bay.

Readers of the Worcester, Mass.,
papers report seeing an article in
the bowling news about Walter Ly
ford, formerly of Vinalhaven and
a member of the old Gander team,
who recently opened the eyes of
some of the city folks while bowl
ing on the Norton Company team
of Worcester. One night Walter
smacked out a 367 three string to
tal, and a few nights later cut the
mustard for a rousing 403 for three
strings, getting one string of bet
ter than 150. The Goose says the
present Gander team could use a
man like that most any night these
days.
Poole Gets Hot

Due in a great measure to Don
Poole's smashing total of 320 in the
Monday night fracas between the
Ducks and the Pirates, the Ducks
quacked off with a 38 pins victory
and four points more to chalk up
on the scoreboard Don’s 110, 104
and 106 strings respectively showed
that he was at top form and that
the other teams would have to
hustle if they figure on taking any
thing from the Ducks, especially if
his teammates can contribute any
thing more than moral suppert. Joe
Nelson did just that in this match,
coming to life with a 278 after a
battle royal with "Pete" Peterson
his opponent, whom he edged out
by two pins after they had both
tumbled 103 of the thin sticks in
the last string. Pete was back at
his favorite pastime after a long
absence, 'but the lay off did not
seem to affect his co-ordination of
arm and eye, for his score was bet
ter than some he had turned in af
ter weeks of practice.
Cap’n Grimes hit low water mark
consistently with three 73 strings,
allowing his opponent Sutliffe, to
be the only Pirate to “beat his
man. Old Homer Link Sanborn had
a hard time during the entire eve
ning, for he was unable to get a
single mark,
although nothing
seemed to be wrong except his luck.
Score Ducks vs Pirates:
Ducks—Grimes 219, Tibbitts 252.
Nelson 278, Smith 265, Poole 320,
total 1334
Pirates—Sutliffe 236. Olson 244,
Peterson 276, Sanborn 247, Shields
293. total, 1296.

heart although he was lighter of
pocketbook at the same time. The
Worms kept up their winning
streak taking four points from the
Ganders who fought back gallantly
but were not quite able.
Captain Wymie again was head
wiggler, his 303 for total being 16
pins ahead of Johnson who finished
second, although Wym's high single of 111 was tied by Peacock of
the Ganders who flashed for a sin
gle string. The Ganders took the
first string by a single pin, but the
Worms came back to take the sec
ond by 13 and the last string by
five, making it a close and exciting
contest all the way.
Hearing the commotion away up
in the wilds of Dogtown, Walter
and Doc Mills came down town to
see what it was all about and Wal-

TON

FRIENDLIEST

DELIVERED

CREDIT PLAN

April 4th
IS THE DAY

(See Page 2 Saturday's Issue)

Easter Suits
Easter Topcoats

Easter Hats
now...and

enjoy it the

Easter Neckwear

year ’round!
r

-My',

Tty
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The Goose Came Back

OLDSMOBILE!

More Than

YOUR BEST BUY!

You Pay For
So smart ... so practical. ..
... so comfortable, Alligator

NEW

is the coat you’ll uvk in re
gardless of weal hpr or season!
And you can choose from a
wide variety of fine fabrics in

IN TOWNI

What you pay for wearing
apparrel

is

governed by

plain or fancy patterns ... all
water repellent processed. An
excellent example of Alligator
value is the

many things—style, qual

Rayon and Nylon Checks

lee garment you find them

$17.75

all, at a price that gives

For a Limited Time We Offer

ity, fabric, fit.

In a Cur-

Travelweight

$19.75

D & H PEA COAL

AT A SAVING OF $3.95

ter got roped in as a substitute for
Mike Williams who couldn’t navigate the Thoroughfare. Walter,
bowling against Sparky Adams,
made a good foil for him with hif
54 inch waist band and 250 pounds,
to Sparky’s five feet two inches and
130 pounds. Amd Walter proved the
modern version of the old saw
"that a poor big man could beat
a poor little man" by getting the
verdict by one pin. Walter claims
that if he could only have timi to
put on a few more pounds he'd take
on the best of them. Score Ganders
vs Worms.
Ganders—Mills for Williams 233,
Drew 244, Peacock 282, Goose 272,
Rae 266, total 1297.
Worms—Adams 232, Olson for
Bickford 246, Johnson 287, Loveless
246. Wymie 303, total 1314

The Old Goose came back to his
Ganders last Wednesday when he
stepped into the lineup to sub for
Brother Harold who retires from
his business and bowling connec
Museum Activities tions ln Vinalhaven to take a posi
tion with Stanley Tool Co. The
Tuesday
Goose seemed to have lost none of
o 10 Da m. to 3 p. m.: Extension his old time - accuracy and except
Service; 7 p. m., Adult art class.
for' a hard tuck 79 in his second
string did a good turn for his flock.
Wednesday
His 108 in his third string when he
3.30 p. m.: Girl Scouts.
managed to get a quartette of
Thursday
3 p.m.: Girl Brownies; 7 30 p m. spares sent him home lighter of
Coast Guard Auxiliary

Many a hot tip on the race*
leaves a nasty burn.

.

To You

MILLER'S GARAGE, INC.

The Gardiner Rifle Club shot
their first shoulder to shoulder
match with Rockland's Rifle and
Pistol team Sunday. Rockland come
through with the score of 937
against 930 for Gardiner.
Allen Dart had the only lOx pos
sible.
Five high shooters and their
prone and off hand scores were;
Pr Oh Total
Brown
100
90
190
Huntley
90
189
90
Brown
99
88
187
Jones
99
87
186
85'
Dart
100
185

which operates
like manually
Friday
steered cars to turn the front
230 p. m., Methebesec Club; 730
wheels. But full manual steering is
always available in event of power p. m, Seafoods Festival commit
failure or if the engine is not run' tees.
Saturday
ning.
230 ar.d 1030, Children's are
classes; 1030 and 2 p. m.. Stencil
classes

PEA COAL

*20

Vinalhaven Bowlers Making Records {at table)

Points Sunday

THE BEAUTY OF SACRED MUSIC
One of the highlights of the Easter season two years
ago was the presentation of "The Seven Last Words of Christ”
of Thodore Dubois by the choir and friends of Pratt Memo
rial Methodist Church under direction of Dante Pavone. It
is to be presented at 8 p. m. Good Friday this year in the
Sanctuary of the Church with a ^arm invitation to the public
to attend. The' choral group is one of distinction and the
presentation may be expected to be a masterpiece.

’52 DeSoto Firedome
Sedan

A

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

PHONE 487

M.B. &C.0. PERRY
39-40*42-43

TERMS AS LOW

l25 A WEEK

BITLER CAR * HOME SUPPLY
470 Main Street
Reekland. Me.
TeL <77

OR

USED
Fireproof Garage

Company
WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 889

ME.

39-41

you more than you pay for.

Two Garments for
Style-Conscious Men
__ ______________ 39-lt
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
(Social and community eventa
are solicited (or ttis calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased
strictly commercial
affairs, sales, supoers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor ls final.]
March 30-April 3-Farm and Home
Week, at the University of
Maine.
March 31—The Rockland Exten
sion Association will meet in the
ju Farnsworth Museum.
'April 1—Canton Lafayette. 18. and
Auxiliary will meet. 6.30, Odd
Fellows Hall
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
at 230 p. m.
April 6—Grand Army Day pbservance by Ruth Mayhew Tent,
D.U.V.
April 9-10—Second Annual Lions’
Minstrel Show at Warren
April 9-10—Grade school operetta,
Rockland High auditorium.
April 10 Knox Shrine Club Ban
quet, Camden Snow Bowl.
April 12—-Fish * Game Ass’n.
Clean-Up Bee, Alford's Lake
Beaver Lodge.
April 10—Annua! Meeting Knox
County Fish * Game Artn
Union, Maine.

^William Rogers,
97, Suicide By

Shooting
William W. Rogers. 97, of 151
Pleasant Street shot and killed
himself in the bathroom of his
home this morning.
Medical Examiner Dr. Charles
D. North rendered a verdict of sui
cide by shooting.
Chief of Police Bernard Thomp
son said that the aged man used
a 22 caliber to end his life. He
was found in the bathroom of the
home by his son, Leroy Rogers,
Mvho called police.
Harley Stewart, unit engineer of
the telephone company at Augusta,
spoke to Kiwanis last evening, tak
ing as his subject the telephone
company's part in the television
programs of the country. He com
mented that when an order is re
ceived by his company to service
Maine with TV transmission, the
purchasers will find hia company
ready with the necessary service.

Rent of three or four rooms with
bath, all modem, wanted. Tel
920.
38*lt
'

By request the Sisters are plan
ning to hold a Dessert-Bridge in
St Bernard's Church Hall on April
28. you will want to make up
your tables now and make your
reservations early by calling 737
If you enjoyed the last party you
will not forget this one. Please
save your rummage for a sale on
Saturday April 25 for the benefit of
a trip planned fqr the children of
the parish.
39*11

ADMIRAL
CAPEHART

EMERSON
MOTOROLA

The only automobile accident
reported to Rockland police over
the weekend was one in which Fire
Chief Van E. Russell was involved.
The chief was driving North, on
Main street, in his personal car on
Saturday afternoon when another
car, going in the same direction
crossed in front of him to occupy a
vacant parking space. In an endea
vor to avoid striking the car. Rus
sell gave his own car a quick turn
to the left, striking the parked car
of Beverly Fogg of Thomaston. The
front end of Russell's car was dam
aged to the extent of about $200;
there was no one injured.

A pleasing means of telling the
world about its 100th birthday has
been chosen by the Home Insur
ance Company of New York. It has
published a broshure in colors un
der the title of "News Frtim Home”
and it depicts graphically the
way life was lived in the United
States in the long ago. It com
memorates particularly. Ohio’s sesquicentennial of state hood. Albert
Elliot, Thomaston insurance opera
tor forwarded the booklet to The
Courier-Gazette.
The Ambassadors for Christ of
the First Baptist Church held their
election of officers Sunday evening.
Elected for the next six months
were: President, Carol Elwell; Vice
President and Lookout Committee.
Richard Von Dohlen; secretary,
Elaine Harjula; treasurer, Edward
Baxter; Prayer Meeting committee,
Robert Crie and Marilyn Reynolds;
Missionary committee,
Mildred
Copeland and Lucille Sewall; So
cial committee, Robert Merriam,
Betty Richardson, Betty William
son and Joan Duncan; Music com
mittee, Alberta Sprague and Caro
lyn Bray; Publicity committee,
Janice Stanley and Clifford Perry;
Sergeant-at-arms, Walter Hill and
Francis Davis

Apparently Rockland police are
not so tough. An Air Force Ser
geant, speeding along one day last
week, was held up in town for ex
ceeding the speed limit and given
a lecture and let go on his way
when lt was learned that he had to
report for duty at a distant poet in
only a few hours. He must have ap
preciated the courtesy for Chief of
Police Bernard Thompson has a
nice letter from him in which he
commends the department and it’s
patrolman's manner in handling his
case.
The Islesboro ferry. Governor
Brann is out of service for two
weeks and is undergoing her annual overhaul at General Foods
Shipyard.

Carl Jensen, manager of General
Foods Shipyard, flew to Germany
Saturday where he will survey sev
eral, fishing vessels formerly owned
by General Foods.
The craft,
which were fitted for European
fishing service at the Rockland
yard some three years ago, are now
manned by German crews and fish
out of German ports under an
Army program.

Distict 10, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, met at the home of HuntleyHill Post. Rockland. Sunday aft
ernoon.
Department Senior-Vice
Commander Edward Winston of
Kennebunk presided and members
from Washington, Belfast and
Rockland were present. A total of
about 75 persons, including ladies
of the Auxiliary, attended It was
decided to hold the next meeting,
May 3. at Belfast, at which time a
new slate of officers will be elected.
Emblem Club will hold its meet
ing Thusday night, 8 o'clock at
the Elks' Home, following which
there will be an auction for the
benefit of the Red Cross. Mem
bers are reminded to bring articles
to be auctioned.

Persistent Pup

Four Generations of Merrifields

470 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

"We Service What We Sell"
6-tf

No Game Party

THIS FRIDAY NIGHT

AT THE TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus

39-40

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUK AMBULANCE
SERVICE

By Kiwanians On
April 12

Handout Yet
Talk about a one track mind. A
dog. somewhat the worse for wear
and age, still believes that he can
get a bone at Perry’s Main Street
Market. The fact that there is now
a shiny new drug store in the lo
cation doesn’t deter him one bit
from standing for hours at a time
with his nose to the door of the
pharmacy, begging people coming
and going to let him In.
Once in, he legs it for the spot
where the meat counter used to be.
only to be escorted to the door with
a pat and a kind word as there just
aren’t any bones there any more.
Sure enough, he is right back the
next day and the procedure starts
all over again. At the moment, it
is a question of who is going to beoome discouraged first, the pup, oLloyd's clerks who might surrender
and bring in a bone, just to keep
the old fellow happy.

Hugh Benner, City

Chairman, Names
Drive Aides
Mrs. Lucille Cousens of Rock
land, deputy cancer drive chair
man of Knox County, announces
that Hugh M. Benner has been ap
pointed Rockland business chair
man for the American Cancer So
ciety Drive, being conducted dur
ing the month of'April. Mr. Ben
ner has appointed the following
men to assist him In contacting
Rockland business concerns: Sam
Savitt, Robert Gregory, Willard
Pease, Edwin Jones, Miles Sawyer,
Bernard Thompson, Sam Collins,
James Cousens and Clifford Ladd

Municipal Court

Kiwanians announced last eve
ning their Intention to stage a
waste paper drive on Sunday April
12 to raise money for the club’s
charity fund.
President James Pease named
Frederick Newcombe, Frank Kaler.
Sidney Cullen, Almon Young and
Isadore Poust to a committee to
direct the project.
Club members will canvass the
city for waste paper during the
morning of April 12 and house
holders are asked to put out all
possible newspapers, magazines,
cardboard boxes and other paper
materials for them to pick up
In the club’s waste paper drive
j held two years ago, some 20 tons
of paper was collected and con
verted into cash which went for
charitable purposes in the city.

Holy Week Hours
________ ___ _____

I

THE FAMILY’S
NEEDS OR WISHES

’

•W

ih

govern the cost of our
service to the living.

DavisFunirmHomis

•OOD/feUI
TIRES

TELS. $9B—624-M
11B-112 LIMEROCK ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.
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JAMES S. COUSENS
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Business Opportunities
Cottages. Lots and Dwellings

176 MAVERICK ST.

Conflict
Evening Star
Jealousy
Tabu
Desert Flower
Heaven Sent
Chantilly
Tweed
Yardley
Coty’s Styx Perfume
Coty’s Styx Toilet Water
Page & Shaw Candies

Holy Week services at St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church, Rev. Ernest Og
den Kenyon, rector, will be as fol
lows:
Tuesday: Mass, 7.30 a. m. Eve
ning Prayer, 5.30 p. m. Stations of
the Cross, 7.30 p. m.
Wednesday: Mass 7.30 a. m. Evenin8 Prayer, 5.30 p. m. Stations of
'^e Cross, 730 p. m.
Maundy Thursday: Mass, 6 a. m.
<l^y Watch at Altar of Repose,
Evening Prayer, 5.30 p. m. Tenebrae
P- mGood Friday: Matins and Litany.
Mass of the Pre-sanctifled. EvensobS- 12 noon to 3 p. m. Tenebrae,
7 p. m.
Holy Saturday: Hours of Confes
sion, 3.30 to 5 p. m. 7 to 9 p. m.

Maundy Thursday
Services Held By
Masons Sunday

It was a spine tingling game
from the opening gun with height
paying off for the winners in the
General Knox Chapter, Rose |
end. A deliberate style of ball was
displayed by both clubs in trying Croix, Scottish Rites Bodies, conto penetrate the others man-to- ducted annual Maundy Thursday
services in the Masonic Temple
man defense.
Sunday. About 100 members and
Slowpokes Lead
guests participated in the rites.
I
In the high school post-season
Taking part in the service were |
basketball league, the "Slowpokes” 33rd degree Masons Harry L. Richjust about clinched the title Sat ards, Edward R Veazie, William E
urday by belting the "Engineers”
Koster and James E. Stevens. Also
55-33 The two teams had pre
taking part were George T. Stew
viously been tied for first place.
art, Jesse Bradstreet, George SandCoach Jerry Audet has a lot of
ner, George X Bernier and Rev.
Tip to motorists: Don't ignore
praise for the Slow Pokes. Says
John S. Lowe, DD. Stafford
signs, or signs of life along our
Audet, "For an all-Freshman Club,
Congdon was the organist.
streets and highways.
these kids can really play ball.”
Violin numbers were rendered by
Audet, junior varsity coach, used
Albert Marsh and Robert Laite was
Drivers of 1953 Pontiac cars ac
Ralph Hooper, 6-4, Walt Wotton,
soloist.
customed to covering long distances
5-10, Dicky Smith, 5-10, and Dicky
will appreciate the increased capaGardiner, 5-4, all Freshman as four
i city of the gasoline tanks. Formof his five starters during the last ST. GEORGE
Prank Kerswell motored to Au- erly the tank size was 17 1-2 galhalf of the past basketball cam
paign.
Other members of the gusta with Rep. Joseph Robinson, ■ Ions capacity for both sedan and
"Slow Pokes" are Bob Findly, a Jr„ to attend the Welcome Back : coupe models. In the 1953 line, it
former representatives i has now been increased to 20 galFreshman, who goes an even six Day for
Ions, giving a wider driving range.
Thursday.
feet, and Joey Phillips, 5-5, also a
Mrs. Raymond Wood and daugh
Freshman.
ters Carol and Carlene of Cushing ,
Quick Notes
were callers Friday on Mrs. Joseph .
The Dental Office of
Plans are under way to form a Robinson, Jr
DR.
DANA S. NEWMAN
girls bowling league at Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Solberg have I
WILL RE OPEN
High School. If enough interest is returned to their home at Ingra- :
shown to warrant it, a badminton ham Hill after spending two weeks
MONDAY, APRIL 6
and volley-ball tournament will be with Mr. and Mrs. RusseU Thom- .
39-40
held at the Community Building as and family.
next month.
We are sorry to hear that Mrs. i
Suburban Little League meeting Fred Robinson who has been con
at the Camden ”Y” April 1, at fined to her home for many years,
7.30 p m.
now has the flu.
Mrs. Merrill Minzy of Portalnd !
was the guest of her parents, Mr. j
Gordon College
and Mrs. Clyde Grant, over the i
weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Grant and
Choristers In
Miss Earlene Grant motored to!
Portland with Mrs. Minzy Sunday;
Warren Concert
returning Monday.
The sacred concert presented
Callers Sunday at the home of
Saturday night at the Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Ervine were
Churoh auditorium by the acapMr. and Mrs. Merrill Wall and
pella choir from Gordon College,
children Richard and Gary of,
of Bo6ton, Mass., drew an appre
Spruce Head.
ciative. capacity audience.
Di
Easter Program
rected by Charles Matheson, the 45
At the regular meeting of St.;
mixed voices gave a varied reper George Grange Friday night it was
toire of sacred music, and that of announced by the lecturer that an ,
the early church and spirituals.
HATS
Easter program was scheduled for
Tht Baptist Ladies' Circle served next Friday. Refreshments wiU be
a supper at the Montgomery rooms, hot cross buns and coffee. We wil’
FOR EASTER
to the choir members and their be pleased to see a large attend
director, before the concert. The ance Friday, April 3 at 8 o’clock, i
SMART
STYLES
group remained in this town over
IN ALL
\\x\xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx\xxxxxx>
night, in various homes.

SALE!

Yardley
Stag
Yello-Bowl Pipes
Kaywoodie Pipes
Pound Tobacco
Electric Razors
Cigars
Carton Cigarettes
Double Kay Nuts

OUR GAS, AS PEOPLE
QUICKLY LEAPM,
<SURE MAKES
incinerators BURKJ

famous

TEL. 1538
35-tf

HER DRY
(»itn pertpuani A deodornnt)

HARRIET
HUBBARD
AYER

Fresh Shipment for Easter

Regularly $1 00 NOW ONLY 50<’ |

TOYS FOR THE CHILDREN
From 59c for Squeek Toys to
$7.95 for Giant Musical Rabbits

So effective, so pleasant to
use—no wonder Ayer Dry
is a favorite with meticulous
men and women. Specially
priced for a limited time—
you save 50c on each Jar!

’

BURPEE
Ambulance Service

Peter's Church

c.0

^CLQTHeS r

SHADES

LLOYD'S REXALL PHARMACY
CORNER MAIN A LIMEROCK STS.

»9CO-------------

kNOX-LINCOLN-WALDO
M‘IOON< WHAftF
51
-------------- ROC KL ANC-------------

9tl.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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CAP.RO L

II

:ut rate cosmeTic

395

FAMOUS MADE-OVER |
STETSONS

Easter Gifts

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

Funeral Home

Perley Merrifields of West Rockport and children, grand
the four generation group pictured above. In the group,
holding his grandson, Victor Smith; Perley Merrifield;
and Kathleen Smith.

THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL
By Bill Judkins
I
Baseball for 13 and 14 year old 1
youths in this area got a shot in j
the arm last Friday night. In
Rockport, a group of interested
citizens met and agreed to support
a Pony League team Henry Fisher
was voted to the temporary mana
ger’s spot and was chairman of the
meeting.
It was announced that Pony
League baseball in Rockport hinges
on solving three general problems
First, sponsorship. A sponsor must
be secured. The initial cost of a
Pony League club is said to be
about the same as fielding a Little
League team the first season. A
league should be self-supporting
after the first year.
Second, a playing field. At the
present time there are rumors that
because of the location of the nev,
school, the present playing surface
might have to be changed. In that
event, baseball in Rockport would
take a severe set-back for at least
part of the summer, since that is
the only ball park in town.
Three, player personnel. A sur
vey will be made this week to find
out how many boys will be avail
able in the 13-14 year old age
group to play ball.
Hazen Cook, of Thomaston, a
Pony League pioneer in these parts,
announce that two teams from the
Waldoboro area and one from
Thomaston were tentatively set to
go. These three teams, combined
with Rockport’s one team, could
produce one four team league. It
waa also stated at the Rockport
meeting that a league could be
made up of any number of teams
not exceeding eight. However, no
formal word has yet come out of
Camden or Rockland as to possible
plans on Pony League activity in
either of these towns.
A Pony League area meeting is
scheduled for Friday at 7 30 p. m.
in Thomaston, at the American Le
gion home.
All interested fans
from all over Knox and Lincoln
Counties are asked to be present.

Of Services At St.

nHnus i
Photo by Cullen

__

Sunday was the wedding anniversary of the
children and great grandchildren gathered to form
from left to right, are: Herbert Merrifield of Bath,
j Mrs. Hadley Smith of Woolwich; Mrs. Merrifield

Appearing before Recorder Al
R. T. & C Old Timers Association
will hold a business meeting Friday fred Strout on Monday morning
April 3. at the Rockland High Maynard Lammi of Camden, plead
ed guilty to a charge of speeding
The Rockland Kiwanis Club will School Building at 7.30 p. m.
and paid a fine of S10. State
be host to the clubs of the Ninth
Trooper Henry Roper had charged
CARD OE TH ANKS
Kiwanis District at Rockland on
I wish to express grateful appre the accused with operating his car
July 20, repeating the successful
event held last July at the Owl’s ciation to Ivy Chapter, O ES., and at a rate of 70 miles per hour in a
all those friends, who by their
1
Head home of Edward Mayo, Jr.
gifts for the Sunshine Box, and by 45 mile speed zone.
greeting cards, made by stay at
Nils Anderson, E. Spencer Miller the Maine General Hospital, so
It takes dissatisfaction to make
and R. H. B Smith were elected di much more pleasant.
efficient government.
Mrs.
Chester
Wyllie,
rectors of Dragon Cement Com
Warren.
39-lt
pany, Inc'., at the annual meeting
IN GRATEFUL APPRECIATION
The McNamara Family ac
of the stockholders held March 26
IN MEMORIAM
knowledges with grateful appreci
Marilla W. Rollins
in Thomaston. Mr. Anderson is
In loving memory of our dear ation the Memorial Mass the
chairman of the board of Debemother, who passed away April 1, Knights of Columbus had offered
voise-Anderson Company (Inc.) of 1937
at St. Bernard’s Church, for An
thony McNamara Monday morning
New York City; Mr. MUler is pres
"Gone but not forgotten.
Her loving children He was a charter member of the
ident of the Maine Central Rail 39-11
Limerock Council and a Fourth De
road Company; and Mr. Smith is
gree Knight of Columbus. During
IN MEMORIAM
vice president in charge of sales of
In loving memory of Jennie his many years in Virginia, he
Dragon Cement Company, Inc.
Scott Giles, who passed away was always loyal to his Council
here.
March 30. 1950
Rockland, Me., March 30, '53.
Nelson Bros, local Dodge dealers, 39*lt
Husband and daughters.
39*lt
said today that the response of lo
OUR
APPRECIATION
cal buyers to reductions in prices
We wish to express Our gratitude
of Dodge, "Jab-Rated" trucks and to Attorney A Alan Grossman for
passenger cars has been gratifying. his sincere efforts in our behalf THANK
A few days ago the dealer received at the recent lobster hearings
Maine Lobstermen.
word from the factory in Detroit
YOUI
Sydney H. Davis.
that Dodge truck prices had been
30-lt
reduced by as much as $61, factory
Tyler School P. T. A.
retail price at factory, Detroit,
CARD OF THANKS
wishes to thank everyone
while Dodge passenger car reduc
I wish to express my sincere
tions ranged up to $201 80. Speci thanks to all my friends for the
who worked, contributed
fic truck price reductions Included cards and gifts sent to me during
my illness A special thanks to my
$41 on the half-ton pick-up, $41 on friends at Van Baalen’s and the or spent to make our
the half-ton panel, $60 on the nurses and Dr. Luce at the hospi P. T. A. Fair such a sucMrs. Minnie Spinney.
three-quarter ton express, $61 on tal.
39»lt cuess.
11-2 ton chassis and cab. and $61
on the 2-ton chassis and cab.
Of one thing you may be very
General Committee.
sure, and that is you cant be toe
Rockland Junior High
39-it
BORN
sure of anything.
Basketball Tournament
Godfrey — At Knox Hospital.
Two hot battles for tournament
March 27, to Mr and Mrs. Lavon
B. Godfrey of South Thomaston, a
21 final spots were waged at the Com
9on—Samuel Lavon.
{, munity Building Saturday morning.
Emery—At Exeter Hospital, Exe
—SHOP—
In the first game, a real thriller.
ter, N. H., March 24. to Rev and
I the lead changed hands several
Mrs George Emery, a daughter
The Flanagans finally edged
Curtis—At Knox Hospital. March
MAN WANTED
Success is never an accident—it
Maine's Newest Self-Service Store r1 times.
30, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Curtis,
the Mahoney’s in an overtime 25-24
Apply Bv Letter
comes
to
the
man
who
does
his
a son.
{ In the second game, the Smith's
STATE NEWS COMPANY
work a little belter than it needs
Dudley — At Knox Hospital
*' beat the Robinson’s 33-26 for the
468 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
FOR
.March 27, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
to be done.
39-41
Dudley, a daughter.
.. second final spot.
kXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVkXXXX
g
Maxey—At Knox Hospital, March
Tournament
Champs
29, to Mr and Mrs. Edward Maxey
ASSESSOR’S NOTICE
I The Flanagans beat the Smith's
of Thomaston, a son.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The Subscriber, Assessor of Taxes, of
in tournament finals 23-21.
the City of Rockland, hereby gives no
DIED
Bill Flanagan led the winners
tice to the Inhabitants of said City
Plaisted—At Camden, March 28
and other persons having Taxable Propwith
12
points,
while
Bob
Coakley
FOR HIM—
FOR HER—
Mrs. Sarah K Plaisted, age 78
erty within said City, to make and
PRICE
had 11 for the losers.
bring ln to said Assessor true and peryears. Interment in Oak Grove
feet lists of their polls and all their
Faberge
Cemetery, Searsmont.
Old Spice
estates, real and personal. In writing

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROE KLAND, ME.
1-tf

Waste Paper Drive

May Get a

mA\\\\\\VWKYWNH

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
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DRESS SHIRTS
I
j
,
.

Including all property held ln trust as
Guardian,
Executor,
Administrator.
Trustee or otherwise (except as ls by
law exempt from taxation) which they
were possessor of on the first day of
April. 1953 and be prepared to Make
Oath to the truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested
to notify the Assessor of the names of
all persona of whom they have bought
or to whom they have sold taxable
property since the first day of April.
1952
And for the purpose of Receiving said
lists and making transfers of all prop
erty bought or sold, the undersigned ,
will be ln session at the Assessor’s I
Room, No. 7, City Building, from nine
to twelve o'clock ln the forenoon,
and from two to flve o'clock ln the
afternoon of
WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. FRIDAY
APRIL 1, 2. 3. 1953
6pecial Notice to Executors, Admin
istrators, Trustees or Guardians:
The statute provides that you must
bring ln to the Assessor a true and
perfect list of all taxable property ln
your possession to date of April 1, 1953.
otherwise it will be taxed as the statute
provides, and any personal examina
tion of property by the Assessor will
not be considered as a waiver of
neglect of any person in bringing ln a I
true and perfect list as required by law. i
Any person who neglects to comply .
with this notice will be doomed to a 1
tax according to the laws of the State |
and be barred of the right to make i
application
either to the Assessor, i
Board of Assessment Review, or County .
Commissioners for any Abatement of !
Taxes, unless such person offers such {
list with hls application and satis !
flea the Assessor that he was unable 1
to offer U at the time appointed.
CHEEVER C AMES.
City Assessor
Rockland, Maine, March 1. 1953.

B-T-tt

WIDE-SPREAD OR
REGULAR COLLARS
I WHITES
$2.49
PLAIN
AND
COLORS
FANCIES
$2.95

— FOR BOYS —
Shirts-Rants

Jackets
Sweaters
Underwear
Hats - Hosiery
ILOWEST PRICE!
37*39-

ECONOMY

Clothes Shop
Ik ROCKLAND al
.

435 MAIN ST

.

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT

A

SON

DRILLERS SINCE MU
Islesbora
Tei, Dark Hbr. 74-1
Mtf

s=
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WASHINGTON

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called. L e.. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to Tbe Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MCST BE PAID FOR

as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

5-Rrn. Cape Cod Style house for
sale and pood wood lot at South
Thomaston.
Reasonable
price.
CALL Warren 55 or see Vernon G
Ranquist________
38-40

MISCELLANEOUS
Furniture.
Milking Machine. Farm Equip
ment. Mjv be seen Sat April 4
VAINO JOHNSON FARM, Lake
Ave._______________________ 39-41

PAIR of work horses, harnass j FULL Panel Maple Crib for sale. !
and sulkv plow for sale $100 Adjustable spring. TEL 933-R
39*41 |
BIRGER ' YOUNGQUIST. Vinal
haven.
38-40
To learn typing, plenty of prac
1651 CHEV Power-Glide, 2-door tice is necessary and also, plenty
Sedan, radio and heater Under- of paper. For exercises in touch
coated. oil filter. Low mileage typing, newsprint will serve the
Price reasonable.
Sale must be
final Prank Burgess, Union. TEL purpose excellently and economi
49-3
38 39 cally. For sale at The Courier-Ga
1*50 !
1952 SUPER 10 H P Mercury zette, 15 cents a package.
Motxrr for sale Used very little
CALL Warren 67 or see at Earl's
Service Station
38*40 LOST AND FOUND
WILL the man who exchanged
TWO new 1952. Philco Freezers,
eight foot, for sale. Regular price Topcoats with me last Thursday
*330. will sell for cost. Five year night at the Rockland Masonic
guarantee, can be financed. TEL Temple p’ease Phone Thomaston
252 Waldoboro
38*40 82 or Rockland 692 FOREST W
STONE.____________________ 39'lt
ELECTRIC Stove and End heat
WHITE Nylon Slip, size 34 lost
er with or without constant level
valve. Bargain. Oliver Holden Saturday between Senter-Crane's
TEL 1657
38*40 and Post Office Square. TEL. 1058
Reward.
39 41
WHITE enamel kitchen range
MOUNTED Tire .650-16 on Ford
for sale. For either oil or coal Pick-up wheel, found. ROWLING'S
Perfect condition. Inquire at 14 GARAC-E. City.
37-39
Knox street. Thomaston, or TEL
104.
38-40
WANTED
AFRICAN
violets. geraniums,
petunias and double Degonias for
NIGHT
Waitress wanted. Apply
sale
Dean’s Nursery, 325 Old
In Person before 3 p m PARA
County Road. TEL. 348-J.
RESTAURANT. Main
38-tf MOUNT
Street, Rockland.
39-lt
FOR SALE
HELP wanted, office and selling
WE have 12 good Used Cars, and
prices are right. Pickup Trucks positions, full and part time Apply
Dodge. G.M.C. Ford, with some age In Person, SENTER-CRANE'S
39-42
but ln first-class running condi
SLIP covers, drapes, lampshades
tion. with new stickers These
trucks will do a lot of work I will of all kinds, made to order. Lunsell for $100 each, cash Also one dell, 29 Beech St. TEL. 1116-W
24-passenger Dodge Bus in A-l ___________________________ 38*40
condition, motor, rubber and all
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
Will sell very cheap, as I have no done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
use for lt; also '36 Plymouth Coupe, Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel
with radio; a good little car cheap, 1680. EVA AMES__________ 38*43
also one home-made Tractor.
WOMAN wanted for housekeeper
HAROLD B KALER. Washington.
Maine Tel. 5-25. Open Sundays and attendant in family of two
Write
MRS. RILEY W. DAVIS.
and evenings.
37-40
Pleasant Point.
37*39
ARTIFICIALLY Bred Heifers for
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, one
sale. Freshening in April. RALPH
C PEARSE. Hope
Tel. Lincoln man in family. A. C. ALLEY.
37*39
ville 3-4512
37*39 Boothbay Harbor, Maine.
ONE good used Piano wanted.
1936 CHEVROLET 14-ton Truck
for sale, 2 yd. steel hydl. dump Plain front, no scroll. MAINE
Tel 708
37*39
body Runs good. Cheap for cash MUSIC OO
Just the thing on the farm, and
POSITION
as
Housekeeper
will do a lot of work. HAROLD B wanted in small family or one
KALER. Washington, Me.
Tel alone. TEL. 853-M2.
37-39
5-25
37-40
COTTAGE
WANTED
BALED Hay for sale, charged
when baled for 6 4-ton early cut. Will rent or buy small two or three
good quality $110; 64 ton late
July cut $90 HARVEY OURNEY. bedroom cottage. Must he on salt
Union R FD 1
37*39 water coast. State details in letter
WALTER G. CARR
FOR SALE
1941 DODGE 2-ton Truck for Maine Estate. Safety Harbor. Fla.
37-39
sale; 4-wheel drive, and 2 yd. dump ___________
body, in first-class condition, tires,
EXPERIENCED secretary de
gears and engine, ready for heavy sires part-time work. Efficient in
work of any kind The price is short-hand and typing. Will work
reasonable or will trade for good at home or outside. TEL. 1306-M
car. Have a 1950 Buick special ___________________________ 37*40
4-door Sedan, dynaflow
19.000
SLATE Roofs repaired. Work
miles. Just like new. radio and
heater. Will trade for another car guaranteed. Free estimate. HOW
ARD
ELWEIL. Northport. Maine.
or can finance, or sell for ceiling
price. HAROLD B KALER. Wash Tel. Belfast 739-M1._________ 33*40
OIL burners, cleaned, THE FIXington, Maine Tel. 5-25 Open
Bundays and evenings
37-40 IT SHOP. 138 Camden St. Tel
X5tf
RABBITS for sa le'
WALTER 1091-W
BARSTOW. 30 Linden St Tel.
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
1498-W__________
37-39 Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
FIVE ’ons good Baled Hav for DON & SON, 8 Leland St, Tel
98tf
sale; $100 for the lot. FRED A 123-W
STARRETT Warren. Tel. 112-2.
DONT discard your old or
37*39 antique furniture Call H. JOHN
ENAMELED Bath Tub for sale; NEWMAN for restoring and reflnishing; 48 Masonic St
Tel
50 Granite St TEL. 152-R.
ltf
___________________________ 27'39 1106-M
CLARION Kitchen Stove for
EGGS & CHICKS
•ale Good oil burner and colL
Price reasonable. PHONE 669-J.
CLEMENTS CHICKS — Hardy,
city____________
37-39
"Maine-Bred" to increase your egg
SINGLE House ln Rockland, for or meat profits. Red-Rocks (Black
sale. Belvedere street, newly paint Pullets).
Leghorn-Red
Crosses.
ed and papered Inside, new floor Rhode Island Reds. Barred Rocks.
coverings, new flush, and shower, White Rocks, Dominant White
comb, new gas and oil stove, new Rock-New Hampshire Crosses. Sex•ink. about four lots of land. Priced Link Cockerels. Maine-US. AP
right; 4 down, mortgage for bal PROVED. PULLORUM CLEAN
ance. just the right place for re Order Now—CLEMENTS CHICKS,
tired couple or working man. 6 INC., Route 33. Winterport, Maine
rooms This Property Is Not For _____________________________ (I)
Rent. HAROLD B KALER. Wash
SEE US FIRST for quality Baby
ington, Maine. Tel. 5-25.
37-40
Chicks. High Production crosses
THE place to buy that Evinrude and purebreds reproduced from
Motor, boat and trailer Immedi flocks direct from breeding source
ate delivery. W D HEALD au Harco & Hall Black Sexlinks. Ralph
thorized Evinrude Dealer. Cam Hall strain R. I
Reds, Golden
den, Maine_________________ 37-42 Sexlinks. Maine U. S. Pullorum
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades Clean. U S. Approved. No order
too large or too small Prices and
All Colors and Styles
Free installation and estimates literature on request BROADACRE
Tel 939. UNITED HOME SUPPLY POULTRY FARM. Box. R No.
OO, 579 Main St. city,
31 tf Edgecomb, Maine. Tel. WlscasSAVE money ln comfort with the set 34-11.___________________ 33-40
famous Burrowes Rustless Alumi
BABY Chicks, $17 per hundred.
num Combination Storm Windows Started pullets one week old. at
and Screens. Aluminum Combina dav old price, while they last. WTLtion Doors. For special price and MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
terms, phone or see me in person. boro. Tel. 91-2.
29-40
E. T. LONG.
"BLACK sex-link Pullet Chick*
113 Camden St., Rockland. TeL 1503 for sale; bred for high egg produc
27tf
tion and resistance to leukosis. We
Keep your Home warm in winter, also have tile Silver-Cross. ROKES
cool In summer with Johns Man POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road
13tf
ville Rock Wool Insulation. Cuts Camden. Me. Tel 2261.
fuel bills in half.
SEX-Link Chickens from Pul
E. T. LONG.
lorum Clean U. S. Approved stock
Direct Factory Agent.
for sale. The same fine chicks
113 Camden St. Rockland Tel. 1503 you have had for over ten years.
27tf Straight run 154c; pullets 31c.
EARLY cut good quality baled DUTCH NECK HATCHERY. Mel
Hay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL I ville Davis. Tel 122-23 Waldoboro
___________________________ lOtf
Tel. 408
Utf
SEX-Link Chicks for sale Maine
’ ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply In U S. Approved Pullorum clean,
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER high egg producing stock, very low
mortality
BYRON MILLS. Wal
COMPANY, Rockland. TeL K»
6tfj
129 tf doboro, Tel 51-3.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL

Correspondent
Telephone 250

Mr and Mrs Chester Genthner.
and daughter Nettie of Gardiner
passed the weekend with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Genthner.
Charles Crowell, and son Gar
land of Portsmouth. N. H . spent
a few days with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Willis H. Crowell.
Mrs. Esther Gross and Mrs. Edna
Creamer are in Orono for a few
days
Mrs. Lawrence Weston was in
Portland recently.
Mrs. Annette Brooks. Mrs. Esther
Poland, and Joseph Butters will
be guest officers of Pemaquid
Chapter. O.ES on April 1.
Mr. and Mrs W. H. Crowell
were ln Randolph Sunday the
guest of her sister Mrs. Myrna
Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Davis and
daughter Madeline and friend
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Benner In Randolph. Friday.

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

In Thomaston, a modernized
home of 7 rooms, new bath, kitchen
and heating plant; garage and
large lot. $9000.
In Rockland, a modernized Home
of 8 rooms with two new baths and
two new kitchens; hot water heat
(oil). May use as single or rent an
apartment, $11,500
A 6-room country Home with
garden land: good location for
iobsterman. $2500.
200-acre Farm with good home
and with capacity for 1600 layers.
Plenty of water, $8500.
200-acre Farm with good fields
together with some pulp and tim
ber Setup for poultry, or stock,
or both. Will handle 20 head and
4000 layers.
See F H. WOOD. Court House.
39-40

"FOR SALE”
1— A 3-room House for $1050
cash
Immediate possession can
be had
2— A 3-bedroom House, owner de
sires to sell. It can be bought
right.
3— Here Is a charming home with
a 2-car garage; a very large lot
land. The dwelling is free from
abuse, located on a quiet street. If
you want a home that would cost
double the price to build, this is
it
You can own it for 11.000
dollars. Let me show you what I
call a nice home
4— A farm with an estimated 50
acres, located on No. 1 highway. A
beautiful place to call home
5— Here is a garage and house
now doing good business Nicely
located, it’s a good business propo
sition.

6— A large tract overlooking
mountain lake and ocean. Price
$2500.
7— Is a Home for retirement; has
very large lot land
Hot water
heat. 2 full baths, has 11 rooms.
Near everything To be shown by
appointment only
8— Located Suffolk St.. Rockland.
A 7-room house Owner says sell
for $7000. Better see this one
with me.
9— An Apartment House fur
nished. showing net income for
more than $2000 each year
10— Lake-front House, about 4
acres; 10 rooms, barn, chicken
house, brooder house New bath,
furnace heat Price $6000
11— Estimated 70 acres. 6 rooms
barn, pantry. The price. $3500
cash.
Business is good with us. hope
it is with you. Anything here of
interest to you. tell us about it.
Very truly yours,
FREEMAN S YOUNG.
163 Main St. Tel. 730. Rockland
Sales

Management

CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
REAL ESTATE BROKER
TELEPHONE 1574

509 MAIN ST.
Rentals

ROCKLAND. ME.
Appraisals

_________________________

30-tf

FOR SALE
Old County Road: Two-family
House with barn and garage, both
apartments now rented. $3500
Old County Road: Small Farm, 7
acres land, outside newly covered
with asbestos shingles. $2850
Park Street: Two-family Dwell
ing, both apartments rented, down
stairs could be easily converted to
store. $8500.
Cedar Street: One-room House
wired for lights and range, flush
and three lots of land $2325
Summer Street One of the finest
lots In the city. 175’ frontage x 125’
deep, $1800.
Thomaston: A fine 24-story
10-room Colonial House on Knox
St., all modern conveniences, new
plumbing, plenty of closet space,
beautiful white marble mantle. A
real good buy at $7500
Warren: 9-room House, with
flush up and down, easily convert
ed to two apartments with sepa
rate entrances. $4500.
I have several prospects for 5. 6.
and 7 room Houses, also many re
quests for camps and cottages. If
you want to sell, call me and I’ll
call on you.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. D,
Real Estate Broker
509 Main Street. Rockland, Maine
Telephone 1574
________________
37-39
FURNISHED COTTAGES
MAINE ESTATE
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
Close to SL Petersburg, Clear
water and Tampa.

Write for Information circular
139-tf
FOR SALE

Thomaston, 8 Dunn St. Small
House, att. gar., bath 1st floor;
stoker, lot 94x165 , 4 bedrooms.
$7000 Write S. A. LAVENDER.
Houlton, Maine.
25-36

GLEN COVE

"Lefs Get At It"

Mr and Mrs. Burton Ludwig were
Augusta business visitors on Fri
day. Miss Doris, who has employ
ment in an Augusta telephone of
fice, returned home with them to
pass a two weeks' vacation with
her parents and other relatives in
town.
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley were
in Gardiner and Augusta last week
on business. They report the water
situation in the above towns as
being the worst for years along the
river front and merchants on the
east side of Water street keeping
a crew busy removing basement
goods to above high water mark.
In Gardiner Cobbcseconttee Stream
had flooded the street making it
impassable.
Doctor Walker of Union was in
town professionally for several days
last week.
Mrs Lottie Powell returned home
from North Reading. Mass.. Friday
where she was called by illness in
the family of her son. Elwood Rich
ardson.
Merle Robbins was a business
caller in South Hope and Camden
one day last week.
Mrs. Mildred Priest and Jennie
Ilsly from Palermo were callers one
day last week at the home of Mr.
and Mrs Burleigh Turner in Wash
ington Village.
Mrs. Clara Overlock is confined
to the house with a severe attack
of virus influenza.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Witham of
Pittston were in town on business
last week.
Vincent Overlock. AKAN, and
Jack Keal from the Naval Air
Station in Brunswick were in town
on business Thursdaj’ evening.
Milton Peabody, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ulric Peabody, has received
his discharge from Camp Devens
and is now at the home of his par
ents for an indefinite time.
Miss Marion Mitchell is supply
pianist at the South Liberty chapel
in place of Miss Ruth Prescott who
served in that capacity during the
early fall and through December.
Rex Prescott has employment in
Appleton when the weather is suit
able working for the blueberry canners’ factories.

The increase in traffic with the
arrival of good weather will put
the smart motorist on his guard.
He’ll realize, say our State Po
lice, that he must watch, not only
his own driving habits, but the
possible mistakes of many other
drivers and walkers, too.

Vacant Land

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TO LET
LARGE front Room to let. with
kitchen privileges to working
couple (man and wife) or 2 ladies.
Write M. E.. % The Courier-Ga
zette. giving references.
39*41
IN Camden; Apt. at 140 Wash
ington St to let. downstairs with
shed, cellar and flush. TEL. Cam
den 2052
..
39-41
TWO Modern, newly decorated,
unfurn apts., 3 rms. ekeh and pri
vate bath Garage space. Within
walking distance of business. New
oil burning, forced hot wateT
heaters. Adults only. References
required. CALL 8R. 45 Talbot
Ave.. Rockland.
38-40
3-RM Furn. Apt. to let. Central

location TEL. 823.
38-40
LARGE Front Room to let, well
heated; 100 UNION ST.
38*40
FIVE-Rm Apt to let. cont hot
water; necessary heating equip,
furnished, including elec, stove
CALL 708 or 273-M
37*39
39-lt
UNFURNISHED Upstairs Apt
of three Rooms and bath to let.
Hot water. Call at 33 Purchase
St. or TEL. 1074--M after 6 30 p m
___________________________ 38-40
HEATED and furnished single
and double rooms, also Apt. to
let; 148 Broadway. TEL. 798-R
or 8891_____________________ 28tf
FIVE-Room downstair* Apt to
let. TEL. 213-M
ltf
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts
x> iet. Central and No. End loca
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. ll9tf
SANDING Machine and Polisher
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer
rnquire at SEA COAST PAINT
CO.. 440 Main St
ltf

Says Citizen
Favoring Clean-up
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In response to the "show win
dow For Rockland" article, the
writer has received telephone calls,
personal approval, and reports
from others that the proposal for
a park and other improvements In
the devastated area, is being re
ceived with approval. People tell
me that it is a "splendid improve
ment.'' I have not heard a word of
disapproval. One party thought it
might "wait a year.” From my
responses, I dq not think that the
progressive thought of the public
will agree with him.
I think that the best opinion be
lieves that the sooner the area is
cleaned up and improved the bet
ter it will be for everybody and
the longer the devastated area
drags on the worse will be its
effects for all concerned.
The bad situation will not stand
still; it will either develop up
ward to a well improved area or
It will slump to an even worse
situation.
The longer the public stares at
that old black snag-tangled area
right in the face of our fine Main
Street, the more their mood will
sink into discouragement and
apathy. The miasma will creep
Into Main street and the tem
perature of the land values will
drop degree by degree until the
area will slump Into a back alley of
hot-dog stands.
Certainly, the
general public does not want this
situation to wait and grow worse
The cost of a Bluewater Park
will be low compared with all of
its benefits. A tractor with chains
can pull dowm the old buildings
and the old boards can be carted
off for fire-wood in short order.
The garbage truckmen will build
the terrace without cost. There
will be no loss of land values as the
land east of Main street will de
preciate as long as the Improve
ment is not made and .when the
Park begins to develop, the area
north and south of Park Place will
increase in value I have been ad
vised that some land owners in
the area intend to consider the
welfare of the city in their land
valuation. I have also been advised
that income-tax payers who would
contribute to a fund to purchase
land for the park and donate it as a
present to the city could have the
amount of their donation deducted
from their income-tax.
The task for all citizens who fa
vor the proposed improvement on
Main street, is to prepare an or
ganization for the expression of
their attitude. Here again, their
task is an easy one. for there are
many organizations with a large
membership which can be used by
their members for this purpose. It
is only a matter of approving the
project in their meeting and then
to instruct their secretary to write
a letter to The Courier-Gazette ex
pressing the view of the organiza
tion.
Any organization, order, club,
union or association of any kind
can use this method to mould pub
lic opinion. When this is accom
plished then the situation will be
prepared for definite action.
Albert E. Averill

ST. GEORGE

St. George has always been a
friendly town and now in the eve
nings when the telephones ring it
ls friends and neighbors calling to
say "Come over, television is com
ing ln good tonight." Station WABI
Bangor, channel 5 is the most con
sistent in clarity. Those -that have
recently purchased sets are Erold
Holmstrom. Russell Thomas and
Alton Brown.
Mrs. John Kinney was in Rock
land Thursday to call on her moth
er, Mrs. David Beach.
Mrs. Robert Gregory and Patricia
Haw’kins called on Mrs. Ray Sim
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts mons of Spruce Head Tuesday.
to let on Willow St
TEL 939 or
St. George school band played at
1219.________________________ lOltf
at Rockport Carnival Thursdaj
HEATED and unheated furnished night.
Apts to let
V F STUDLEY. 77
Mrs. Henry
Bryant, Walston
Park St
Tel* 8060 or 1294
ltf
road, was guest of Mrs. Joseph
Robinson, Jr.. Wednesday night.

MISCELLANEOUS

* WANTED: 10-inch Bench Saw
with tilting arbor
FOR SALE: Riding Saddle., gen
uine western. ROY CARLE. Cam
den. Tel. Lincolnville 3-4685
39*lt
FOR EXPECTANT
MOTHERS ONLY

If you guess exact day of arrival,
you will receive free a baby auto
seat. Register now at MEREDITH
FURNITURE OO., Rockland.

_____________________________ «tf
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
258 Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
Rockland Rep., John C. Benson,
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL
836-W_____________________ 144-tf
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought
and sold. Tel. 1374-W. O W
SEWAI.I

A Bonded Service Representative
Will Be tn Rockland and Vicinity
Until the End of the Month
A FEW ALMOST NEW
MACHINES — $35. Each
TELEPHONE 395-M

38-39

miwjmmmiwmhwwwvii

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD

Correspondent
Telephone 10-34

Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton
passed the weekend in Massachu
setts
Palm Sunday at Methodist
Church was largely attended. Bap
tism services were given to Charles
Herbert Howe. 3d and Catheryn
Ann Howe, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Howe Jr., also
Oretohen Russell, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Robert Russell.
Maundy service and Communion
will be held Thursday, April 2 at
the Methodist Church.
New
members will be received. An offi
cial board meeting, which is urgent
will follow.
Mrs. Doris Miller entertains the
sewing class of the Extension As
sociation
Wednesday
evening,
April 1.
Union High School Senior Class
will serve a public baked bean sup
per Saturday, April 4. from 5 to
6.30 p. m. at Masonic Dining
Rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Simmons of
Rockland were callers Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hubbard of
Lexington. Mass, visited their
daughter and son-in-law. Mr and
Mrs. Charles Howe over the week
end.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Howe. Sr.,
of Bath, who are visiting their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. John Watt of Windsor, for a
week, attended Methodist Church
services Sunday.

and Mrs. C. Elmer Joy, Mrs. Al
fred Staples. Mrs. Vernon Beverage.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brown and Ar
thur Emerson.
Robert Andrews spent sometime
recently In Thomaston with her
mother, Mrs. Gamble.
The following have returned from
their annual pilgrimage to the New
England Flower Show held in Bos
ton last week: Mrs. Owen Grant,
Mrs. John lermond. Mrs. Carl
Bunker. All reported a fine display
and enjoyable trip.
Mrs. Inza J. Chase of Lincoln
ville Beach ls the guest of her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. C. Elmer Joy
after a winter spent in Boston
where she was affiliated with the
Women’s Educational and Indus
trial Union on Boyiston street,
while pursuing her studies at B. U.
and Bryant-Stratton. Mrs. Chase
will go to Lincolnville Beach next
week to begin preparations for the
spring opening of the Lobster
Pound, one of the older Lobster
eating places on the Maine coast.
North Haven was shocked and
saddened to learn of the death of
Mrs. C. Penrose Hallowell. One of
the oldest Boston families to es
tablish a summer residence on the
island.

LINCOLNVILLE
Mrs. J. Rexford Anderson and
daughters. Diana and Sally Ann of
Glen Cove spent the weekend of
the 21st and 22nd with Mrs. An
derson's mother, Lettie Prior.
Several from here attended the
surprise birthday anniversary party
given for Mrs. Rita Collamore at
her home in Round Pond on Sun
day. March 22nd.
Last Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs
Heber Poland, Mr and Mrs. A. P
Garland and Mrs. Elizabeth Prior
were business visitors at Waldoboro
and Rockland
Mrs. Charles Gifford is ill at her
home with pneumonia Dr Berry
is attending her.
School closed here on Friday,
March 27 for a two weeks’ vacation Mrs. Ruth Mains, the teacher,
is spending her vacation with her
son and family at East Sumner.
She also plans to visit friends in
Portland while away.

PORT CLYDE
The Tenant's Harbor Extension
Group met at Mrs. Gertrude Hup
pers. March 27, with 13 present.
A delicious supper was served with
Mrs. Ruth Lowell and Miss Edith
Murray on the committee. Mrs.
Marjorie Cook Home Management
leader was in charge of the meet
ing on the subject "Short Cuts On
Ironing.”
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Surprise Stark Shower

j

STATE OF MAINE
Office Of Secretary Of State

Augusta, March 12, 1653
Notice is hereby given that a Pe
tition for the Pardon of SIDNEY
H. DAVIS, convicted of the crime
of Unlawfully having in his pos
session six certain lobsters, now
pending before the Governor and
Council, and a hearing thereon will
be granted in the Council Cham
ber at Augusta, on Wednesday, the
third day of June, 1953, at ten
o’clock A. M
HAROLD I GOSS.
33-T-39
Secretary of State
THE CAMDEN EIRE INSURANCE
ASSOCIATION

Fifth A Federal Sts., Camden, N. J.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1952

Read The Courier-Oazette

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
(Answer In Next Issue)
1

From 7 P. M. to 9 P. M. in the

TOWN HALL

OWL'S HEAD, MAINE
BOARD OF ASSESSORS,
Avard L. Walker,
Donald E. Wiley,
Alvis B. Epps.

37-395
uaauauuaaaaaaaauuuuss
HUC*

ST. GEORGE
Bids will be received by the
Selectmen of St. George for land
suitable for erection of new Are
station.
The Town reserves right to
aeeept or reject any or all bids.

Bids close April 6.
ARTHUR L MILLS.
ARNOLD STIMPSON,
FORREST A WALL.
Selectmen, Town of SL George.

37-39
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ASSESSORS’ MEETING „

b

15

Total Assets,
$34 807.390 43
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Lo«es.
$3,068.285 00
Reserve for Loss Ad
Future Homemakers
justment Expenses.
219670 43
The Future
Homemakers of Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
16285.27065
America held their installation at
Reserve for Taxes.
878.80000
the Grange Hall, Wiley's Corner All Other Liabilities.
783511.89
Tuesday night. The installing team
from Brunswick was present and
Total Liabilities.
$21.33563797
the ceremony with the girls In eve Special Surplus Funds. $1.259238 62
ning gowns was very pretty and Capital Paid Up or Statu
tory Deposit.
2600.000.00
well performed. Lorraine Thomas Unassigned Funds
and Sonja Skoglund of this place
(Surplus),
9,71231364
Surplus as Regards
were chosen as treasurer and re
Policyholder*.
$131471552 46
porter respectively. Refreshments
were served and the meeting was
Total.
$34607690.43
well attended.
33-T-39

ATTENTION
LANDOWNERS

5

l4

5o

NOTICE

1

T~ 4

*

ASSESSORS' NOTICE

The Assessors of the Town of
Cushing. Me., hereby give notice
to all persons liable to taxation
in said Town, that they will be ln
session at Assessors' office. Town
Hall, in said Town, on April 3. 1953
from seven p. m to nine p m for
the purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable in said
town.
All such persons are hereby no
tified to make and bring to said
Assessors true and perfect list of
their polls and all their estates,
real and personal, not by law
exempt from taxation, which they
were possessed of. or which they
held as guardian, executor, admin
istrator. trustee or otherwise on tlie
first day of April, 1953. and be pre
pared to make oath to the truth
of the same
When estates of ixrsons de
ceased have been divided during
the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the execu
tor, administrator, or other per
sons interested, are hereby warned
to give notice of such change, and
in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax
assessed although such estate has
been wholly distributed and paid
over.
Any person who neglects to com
ply with this notice will be doomed
to a tax according to the laws of
the State, and be barred of the
right to make application to the
Assessors or County Commissioners
for any abatement of his taxes, un
less he offers such lists with hi*
application and satisfies them that
lie was unable to offer it at the
time hereby appointed.
C H LUNT.
E. LATVA.

Mrs William Hopkins was ten
dered a surprise Stork Shower re
cently at the home of Mrs. Ida
Haskell. The rooms were attract
ively decorated ln shades of pink.
L. DELANO.
Mrs. Hopkins was presented with
Assessors of Cushing. Maine
Date posted. March 27, 1953
many lovely gifts by Mr. Stork
himself. Refreshments were served __________________ _______ 39-lt
from a beautifully appointed buffet.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Invited guests were: Mrs. Nina
Hopkins. Mrs. Flagg, Mercedes Oldroyd, Edith Ames. Ruth Parsons,
Betty Parsons. Hershall Haskell.
Ethel Haskell, Susie Wooster, Alta
Burgess,
Cynthia
Witherspoon,
Olive Curtis. Eunice Curtis, Doro
thy Quinn, Francis Smith. Barbara
Joy, Gwendolyn Green, Hope
Crockett, Marian Hopkins, Freda
Smith, Priscilla Brown. Lacey Mor
rison.

$15,732,007.97
Bonds,
13.630604 30
Stocks.
Real Estate Owned,
328.107 56
Mortgage Loans on
Rea! Estate,
8560662
Cash and Bank Deposits.
2,145,407 32
Agents' Balances or Uncollected Premiums, 2,438208 80
Other Assets,
447.647 86

Will Be Held April 1, 19 53Jj

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS

Mrs. Alton Wincapaw was din-1 WARREN
ner guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
ALENA L. STARRETT
Harvey Post in Warren.
Correspondent
Mis. Rexford Anderson. Diana
Telephone 4#
and Sallie were weekend guests in
Criehaven last week.
Women’s Club To Meet
Mrs. Carrie Tolman and Mrs.
A unique program on quilts, ac
Martha Shibles and daughter were
callers at Mr. and Mrs Nason Mer companied by an exhibit of quilts
made between 1800 and the present
rills. Sunday.
time, will be presented Thursday
afternoon, starting at 2 p. m., at
the Congregational Chapel, during
NORTH HAVEN
the April meeting of the Warren
Women's Club.
MRS BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Guest speaker will be Mrs.
Telephone 75-13
I Xavier Mallett, who will point out
(during her talk, some of the most
Mrs Maud Simpson has returned ' interesting features of the designs,
to her home after a winter spent in among which will be scripture pat| tern, the primrose path and 'all
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Dickey were | hand around’, pattern.
Soloist for the afternoon, whose
in Boston over the weekend of
numbers wil! co-inclde with the
friends.
Mrs. Robert Andrews is spend theme will be Mrs B. J. Pellicanl.
Program chairman will be Mrs.
ing her vacation in Norfolk. Va.,
Phillip Simmons and the hostesses
guest of her granddaughter.
Mrs. Donald Stone has returned to appear ln old fashioned costume
to her home after being the guest will Include Mrs. Charles Kigel,
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Mrs. Veino Laiho, Mrs. B. J. Pelllcani and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett.
ert Mayo in Thomaston.
An old fashioned tea will be
Recent shoppers ln Rockland
were Dr. and Mrs. Horschild. Mr served.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.1
VERTICAL (Cont.)
54-Arsenie (abbr.)
13-Soapstone
1-P»I
5-An interval of time 5o-lnd«gent
21-To load
10-Denomination
57-Mak4s keen
23-Chances
62-T orments
25-Go stealthily
14-A flower
56-ltalian coin
1S-A Turk
27-Girl's name
67-Artist’s tablet
28-Contests of speed
16-Girl’s name
69-An emperor of Rome 29-Unfastene
17-On the ocean
70-Orgin
(abbr.)
18-Appearing as if
30-Earns
71-Ascended
gnawed
32-Corroaed
72-Cog wheel
19-Pendant
33-Acple juice
73-Suffix. Footed
34-Equalizes
20-To interfere with
22-Artisan
35-Compact
74-More recent
75-Feminine suffix (Fr.) 38-Shrer
21-Propellers
26- Station (abbr.)
41-Sainte (abbr.)
27- Cramming
43-Fur bearing animal
VERTICAL
46-Break suddenly
31-Arranged at
intervals
48—Foot covering
36-Lick up
1-P*ck
51-Rock-boring tool
2—Stocking
37-Man's name
33-A fruit
3-Employed
39-To slow closely
55-Tr«p
4—Grassland
(Prov.)
57-Waatc ov«r
5-Guiding
40-A playing card (pi )
$S-Employ
^-Equality
42-Manner of walking
69—Dry
6G-F.ry
7-Smail
particle
(pi.)
8-Packmg bsxes
44- Paradise
€ i-T-rdy
!s$-Looka
9-Constructs
A5-Leasez
10-firiRtJs (Bot.)
44-Epoch*
4/-Part of the legs
1 t-Oaah
4?-Ha’f ems
65-Painful
AO-Agr.e
(2-One
**r- >S$-A comp*** goM
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31,1953
More Traffic Police

VINALHAVEN

Knowledge is Power

MRS EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone IK
Arthur Brown arrived home on
Tuesday after a two weeks visit in
Boston with relatives and friends
Harold Haskell left Saturday for
the Great Lakes where he has em
ployment.
The monthly meeting of the
American Legion Auxiliary will be
held Wednesday April 1. Members
of the North Haven Unit, American
Region Auxiliary will be special
Vuests
All radios in town were tuned to
Station WRKD ln Rockland on
Thursday night, when that station
featured Vinalhaven night on their
"Ouest By Request” program. We
were all very proud of the talent
represented, Mrs. Dorothy Sutliffe,
Shirley Davis, Judy Claytor, Orant
Duell and the director and pianist
Arthur Brown.
The Board of Deacons with Har
vard Burgess, chairman will be in
charge of the Church Night at
Union Church on Wednesday eve
ning. The usual Circle supper will
be served on Thursday night at 5.30 j
in the church vestry.
Nearly 200 people gathered at the
Union Church vestry on Thursday
evening to enjoy the annual fisher
man's supper which was a huge
success. Leon Sanborn and his
group of “fishermen" are excellent
chefs.
Word has been received that
Richard Warren is now at Port
Devens, and his address is Pvt.
Richard Warren, Company A, Barrocks 7, Port Devens, Mass.
Mrs. Dorothy Sutliffe was hostess
to the Knit Wits on Tuesday eve
ning. Lunch was served, and the
evening passed in handiwork and
discussion.

4

Night Cappers
^The Night Cappers were enter
tained at the home of Ruth Has
kell on Wednesday for an evening
of cards. Lunch was served and
honors at cards went to Alice Os
good and Ruth Haskell.
Celebrates Birthday

Wednesday at his home on East
Boston
Road,
Albert
Os
good. Jr.. was feted at a party celetorating hls 11th birthday. A happy
evening of games was enjoyed and
prizes distributed. Refreshments
were served which included two
beautifully
decorated
birthday
cakes, one made by the host’s
mother, Mrs Isabel Osgood and
-M3e by his grandmother, Mrs. Julia
^Thomas.
Those
present were
Charles Dyer, Kenneth Conway,
CENTRAL SURETY AND INSUR
ANCE CORPORATION
Kansas City. Missouri
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1952
Bonds,
$15,428.675 23
Stocks.
129152531
Cash & Bank Deposits, 7.431 105 29
1527.78790
Agents’ Balances,
161 039.06
Other Assets,
Total Assets.
$19343.132.79
I .TABILnTES, SUR FI US. ETC
Rescerve For Losses.
$5,861.86331
Reserve for Loss Ad
just. Expenses.
960.011.07
, Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
6.544,764.72
Reserve for Taxes.
432.293.73
Other Liabilities,
227,457.86

W Total

$14,049.390 69
Liabilities.
$2,000,000.00
Capital Paid Up.
3.790.742.10
Unassigned Funds.
Policyholders’ Surplus. $5,790,742 10

Total,

$19,840,132.79
39-T-45

NATIONAL GRANGE MUTUAL
LI ABILITY’ COMPANY
Keene. New Hampshire
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
Bonds,
$8,807.445 40
Stocks.
1.241.420.75
Realty Owned.
126.000.00
Mort. Loans on Realty, 339,052 00
Cash & Bank De
posits.
3.557.543 56
Agents’ Balances.
1,138.283 46
Other Assets.
91.667.78
Total Assets.
$15391,412.95
< LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC
Reserve for Looses,
$532630000
Reserve for Loss Adjust.
Expenses.
552850.00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
5.174.602 96
Reserve for Taxes,
306.000.00
Other Liabilities,
728,462 44

$12,288.215 40
Total LiablUties.
Special Surplus Funds. $303 197.55
Capital Paid Up.
1.400.000.00
Unassigned Funds.
1.400.000 00
Policyholders
Surplus.
$3,013.19735

Total,

$15391.41295
39-T-45

NATIONAL GRANGE FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Keene. N. II.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
’•bonds
$133557869
Stocks.
478975.00
Cash and Bank De
posits.
172.08595
Agents' Balances or Un
collected Premiums.
70.109 Cl
Other Assets,
18.165.02

Total Assets.
$2,274.893 67
LIABILITIES SURPLUS. ETC
Reserve for Losses.
$70,000.00
Reserve for Loss Ad
just. Expenses.
7,000 00
Reserve for Unearned Pre
632.962 40
miums.
110.000.00
Reserve for Taxes.
282839 57
Other Liabilities.
$1.15285197
Total Liabilities.
Special Surplus Funds. $322.241 70
Capital Paid Up.
400.00000
Unassigned Funds.
400.000.00
Policyholders’
Surplus.
$1,122.24170

TotaL

$2374 893 67
»-T-45l

New Bendix Refrigerator Feature

1 IS IT
*1 TOUT KNOW?'

YEAR?

(1.) Yes, according to “Elsa Maxwell’s Etiquette Book.” If
you are asked a question and don’t know the answer, admit it,
she advises. None of us is supposed to be omniscient. “And
those given to pretending they know things which they do
not know are, sooner or later,
(3.) Technically speaking, a
bound to be caught. It's the wise
solar year is 365 days, five hours,
man who admits ignorance.”
(2.) They used it to photograph 48 minutes and 46 seconds, re
documents which were stolen ports Claude M. Adamson in an
from government files overnight. article appearing in the January
By the spring of 1943, writes Eliz “Catholic Digest.” Julius Caesar,
abeth Bentley in her book, ‘‘Out the Roman emperor, established
of Bondage,” communist spies the calendar on a solar basis by
were photographing some 700 estimating the year at 365'i days.
pages of secret government docu
ments each week. The microfilm He froze the years to a total of
was turned over to the NKVD for 365 days, adding one day to Feb
developing in the Soviet embassy ruary every 4th year. His year
laboratory. Many of our nation's was too long by 11 minutes and
secrets were obtained for Russia 14 seconds, or one day in 128
by this method.
years.
Ronnie Peterson, Kirk Hansen, Council fair which will be held
Mike Bunker. James Dickey and early in the summer.
Alberts brothers Alfred and Lee.
Extension Association
Playmates who were invited but
Tlie regular monthly meeting of
unable to be present were Bobbie t,he Vinalhaven branch of the
Bennett and Ladd Yoik.
'Knox-Lincoln County Extension
PTA Sleeting
I association met Monday evening ln
The regular meeting of the PTA the Union Ohurch vestry, A deliwill be held Monday evening in the cious supper of vegetables, egg and
Union Church vestry at 730 Foi- cheese casserole was served by the
lowing thc business meeting the hostesses. Martha Rae. Marguerite
audience will be taken on a tour Stone and Esther Conway. A short
of Vinalhaven with kodachrome business meeting was held before
views in all the vivid colors found the supper and Isabel Calderwood
only on the coast of Maine. Marc J co-chairmen of the ‘Know Your
Orund, supervisor of music will Neighbor" committee gave a very
play a trumpet solo. Refreshments I instructive talk on India, with spewill be served by mothers of the, cial reference to the subject from a
second grade pupils to round out. geographical and historical stand
what promises to be a very enjoy point, ending her talk with a vivid
able evening. All are welcome.
description of the Taj Hahol.
The subject of the meeting
Night Hawks
Tlie Night Hawks werc enter-' ' Keeping Fit With Proteins" was
tained by Althea Bickford at her besought to the group by Winifred
home on Wednesday evening. A R-anxsdell HDA guest speaker of
talk was given on taxation In
small income groups, and a dis
cussion
followed.
Lunch
was
served and the remainder of the j
evening passed in knitting and
Plav Sponsored By PTA
sewing on articles for the Health
Rehearsals are being held twice
UNION MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO. a week for the play “Aunt Emma
Providence, R. I.
Sees It Through" which is being
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1952
$1.834 487.15 sponsored by the PTA. This is be
Bonds.
Stocks.
417.465 00 ing directed by Edwin Maddox, who
Cash & Bank DeposiU.
157.076.36 has had over 25 years experience
AgenU' Balances.
97,797.26
Other AsseU,
194,595.66 with Little Theatre groups in both
acting and directing, and the cast
$2.701.421.43 includes Ellen Conway, Audrey Mc
Total Assets.
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Donald, Phyllis Maddox, Tudor Pe
OTHER FUNDS
terson, Ernest Conway and Bud
Reserve for Losses.
$134,011 86
Crossman. This will be presented
Reserve for Loss Adjust.
Expenses.
9,000.00 on April 10 in the Memorial Hall.
Reserve for Unearned
Come and see what happens when
Premiums.
1.445 108 01 two very lonesome girls advertise
Reserve for Taxes,
70.000 00
Other Liabilities.
4330156 for a husband.
Church News
Total LiabiUties,
$1.701421 43
The board of education with Ed
$500.000 00
Ouarantv Fund.
Unassigned Funds.
500.000.00 ith Grimes as chairman presented
Rev. James Dagino. pastor of the
Policyholders’
Surplus.
$1,000,000.00 Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church
of Rockland as speaker at thc
Total.
$2,701,421 43 Church Night at Union Church on
39-T-45
Wednesday evening Edith Poole
CONTINENTAL ASSURANCE CO.
U.S. BRANCH, SUN INSURANCE
Chicago. III.
OFFICE, LTD..
ASSETS DEC- 31. 1952
Real Estate.
$17.817 483 86 London. Kingdom of Great Britain
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1952
Mortgage Loans.
42.402.602.16
$9,212,418.11
Collateral Leans.
94.090 26 Bonds.
3312876.00
Stocks & Bonds,
157 634.244 65 Stocks.
Cash in Offlce & Bank. 5 558.252.29 Cash & Bank Deposits. 1.335910.36
1350.19427
7,006 391 65 Agents’ Balances,
Policy Loans,
Other Assets.
551571.09
Premiums Due & De
ferred.
89S4.673 35
Total
Assets.
$15972.76983
Interest & RcnU,
1.599.752.40
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC
Other AsseU.
8.240 07
Reserve for Losses.
$2,026913 00
Admitted.
$241,118.730 69 Reserve for Loss Adjust.
Expenses.
168.743 00
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1952
Reserve for Unearned
Pending Claim RePremiums.
serve.
6.730.606 23
$4.147472.26
Reserve for Taxes,
495.294 00
Statutory Policy Reserve.
682932.63
187584 889 61 Other Liabilities,
Other Liabilities,
25,906.029 16
Total Liabilities.
$10,104.488 86
Cash Capital.
6.500.000 00
Statutory Deposit.
Surplus over Liablli$500.00000
ties.
16 980338.66 Unassigned Funds
(Surplus).
5.368.280 97
Policyholders'
Total LiabiUties ic
Surplus.
$5,868.28097
Surplus.
$241,118.730 66
39-T-45
Total,
$15972,769 83
MUTUAL BENEFIT A ACCIDENT
39-T-45
ASSOCIATION
LIBERTY mutual fire in
Omaha. Nebraska
surance COMPANY’
ASSETS DEC 31. 1052
Boston, Mass.
Bonds,
$82,358.920 53
$31.017937
Stocks.
23.072 959.00 Bonds.
3.774.120
Cash & Bank Deposits, 12.020998.02 Stocks.
Agents’ Balances,
1.068.637
(60.134 83> Cash & BankDeposits.
561.33329 Agents’ Balances,
2,715823
Other Assets,
Other Assets.
841.707
Total Assets.
$117954.077.01
Total Assets.
$38,419,124
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC.
Reserve for Losses.
$39,482.87231 LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC
Reserve for Losses.
$5 344.489
Reserve for Loss Ad
justment Exuenses.
555940.95 Reserve for Loss Adjust.
Expenses,
188800
Reserve for Unearned
23 732 433 28 Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
Reserve for Taxes.
2.817.17490
Premiums.
20,266.475
1.466.118.80 Reserve for Taxes.
781.000
Other Liabilities.
Other Liabilities.
860843
Total Liabilities.
$68 064.540.44
Special Surplus Finds, $5.000.000.00 I Total Liabilities.
$27.650817
Special Surplus Funds,
Unassigned Funds
$4,044,000
(Surplus).
44.88853657 Guaranty Fund,
500.000
Unassigned Funds,
Policyholders’ Sur
7.224307
plus.
$49.88933657
Policyholders' Surplus. $11,768,507

Total.

$117954 077.01
39-T-46I

Total,

Three Missing Cars

Needed To Handle

$38 418.124
»-T-4o

The need for additional state
highway police
personnel and
equipment is emphasized by the
fact, arrests and warnings of dri
vers brtaking traffic laws are aver
aging only one for every 118 miles
traveled by patrol cars in rural
areas, the Association of Casualty
and Surety Companies disclosed
today.
The International Association of
Chiefs of Police, it was pointed out.
estimates that if the rural high
ways were adequately patrolled,
"trafic contacts" would average one
for at least every 40 miles patrolled.
A "traffic contact" means cither an
arrest or a warning for a traffic
law violation. Only 10 states have
met this standard.
“This ls a pitiful performance,”
declared Thomas N. Boate, accident
prevention department manager of
thc Association, “when It is remem
bered that highway safety is depen
dent first on sound law enforcement.
It means that nearly three out
of every four traffic law violators
escape detection on rural highways
because there are insufficient police
to do an adequate job.
’The LACP standard does not
mean that a motorist must be arr
ested or warned every 40 miles.
The 40 mile average for patrol cars
was drawn up by accident prevention
statisticians to show what would
be the norm If enough patrol cars
and police were available for pro
per rural law enforcement. That
the nation lacks enough person
nel and equipment to do the rural
enforcement job is amply demon
strated by the 118 mile average.
"Traffic law violators on rural
roads are the worst breeders of
traffic accidents. Two-thirds of the
nation s traffic fatalities and almost
half of the injuries resulting from
traffic accidents are occurring in
rural areas every year largely be
cause speeders and other law vio
lators seldom see a patrol car in
most states."
States that have met 46 mile stan
dard follow:: Rhode Island, 21 miles
patrolled for each arrest or warning
Oklahoma 23 ; Massachusetts 26;
Nebraska 32; New Mexico and Ten
nessee 35: and Delaware, Florida,
Georgia and Ohio, each 39 Three
other states that have come close
to meeting the 40 mile minimum
standard for effective patrol are
California ar.d Connecticut, where
patrols average 42 miles of travel
for each "traffic contact," and
Montana, where lt is 45.
In the remainder of 43 states
that were surveyed on this phase
of activity by the IACP, police

Brought Comfort in
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Highway Problems

HOW PIP RUSSIAN SPIES
USE MICROFILM?
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Quart Bottle Fits on Door Shelves — This homemaker will have
no problem storing that quart of milk on one of the shelves built into,
not on, the door of the new Bendix 12-foot, double-door refrigerator.
These bonus door shelves add extra storage spare without taking it awav
from regular refrigerator shelving. The full-width freeze rhest behind the
upper door holds 77 pounds at zero degrees and the chest temperature
can be dropped to 20 below zero. Fully automatic defrosting prevents
an excessive buildup of frost.

many as 10 times—and had tra
veled through every state ln the
Union, plus Mexico and Canada.
One of the big intricacies of the
system comes when a railroad has
to pay for the use of a car belong
ing to another road. The charge is
a surprisingly nominal $2 a dayfar less than it costs the average
citizen to rent an automobile.
Here’s where that small army of
bookkeepers comes in. According to
David I. Mackie, chairman of the
Eastern Railroad Presidents Con
ference. one of’ the larger Eastern
roads keeps over 300 people busy on
car records—even though they use
the most modern bookkeeping and
sorting machines ln their work.
As a glimpse of the complexity
of this operation, Mackie points
out that the conductor of every
freight train must make out a
"wheel report," listing all cars in
his train. These reports go to a
central office each day, where the
complicated process of keeping
track of the cars is a never-ending
operation.
When you consider that even a
medium-sized Eastern railroad of
ten has as many as 12.000 of its
own cars operating on other roads
and up to 10.000 "foreign" cars on
its tracks, the efficiency ot the
railroaders who always know where
their freight cars are assumes
staggering proportions.
Sometimes they lose a couple,
but seldom for longer than a day.
Unless, of course, they get chopped
up for firewood—which isn’t like
ly to happen again.

The Army engineers working on 1
the Alcan highway were snug and
warm despite the frigid weather
They had come upon an unexpect- I
supply of wood and their fires
crackled and roared as they fed lt
to them. It was a few short hours
of solid comfort for the engineers
—followed by a three-year head
ache for the whole railroad Indus
try.
The men. lt developed later, had
ripped apart three wooden box
cars that had brought in construc
tion supplies and used the pieces
for their firewood. The vanished
freight cars unbalanced the rail
road car accounting system for 36
months before their movements
were tracked down and the cause
of death established.
This happened during World
War II. Fortunately, it doesn’t
happen often, or the small army of
bookkeepers who keep track of the
nation's 2.000.000
freight cars
would be living on aspirin. These
are the folks w-ho know why a
string of Western Maryland freight
cars is standing on a siding in Pe
oria and why you see Chicago. In
dianapolis and
loulsville cars
passing through Connecticut. To
them it all seems simple. To the
layman lt is sometimes incompre
hensible.
The answer lies in an intricate
system of Interchanging designed
to allow the movement of freight
from coast to coast without remov
ing It from the car into which it
was originally loaded. It was not
always thus. In the early days of
American
railroading,
freight
shipments had to be transferred
from one car to another every time
they moved from one railroad to
another With the adoption of a
’ll||lhiin^qg^2r
standard track size and width be
tween rails near the end of the last
HELP •
century it became possible to
CRIPPLED
CHILDREN
switch cars between railroads—and
the Interchange system was born.
Today the system has been
With its 1953 models Cadillac en
worked out to the point where the
owner of a freight car never sees it ters a second half-century of en
from one end of the year to the gineering and styling leadership
other As a matter of fact, one in the building of fine automobiles.
railroad recently figured out that In
FIDELITY A DEPOSIT CO.
the course of four years one of Its
OF MARYLAND
cars had passed through the hands
Baltimore. Maryland
of 83 different railroads—some as
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1932
Bonds.
$28 542973.85
THE MERCANTILE IN'S. CO.
Stocks.
17216.3’.9.02
OF AMERICA
Real Estate Owned,
2528.467 22
150 WilUam SU New York. N. Y. Cash and Bank De
ASSETS DEC 31. 1952
posiU.
5,457900.03
Bonds.
$8,122.13997 Agents' Balances or Un
Stocks
333371500
collected Premiums.
98833868
939.43432
Cash and Bank DeposiU. 653,033 18 Other Assets,
Agents' Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
74197931
Total AssrU.
$55.723486.12
other AsseU.
259.387 73
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Total Assets.
$13310,255.09 Reserve for Losses,
$6.508356 96
Reserve for Loss Ad
LXABIIJTTES. SURPLUS AND
justment Expenses.
940.61435
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses
$946.643 00 Reserve for Unearned Pre Reserve for Loss Adjust
miums.
16795,040.66
ment Expenses.
9199900 Reserve for Taxes.
1795.70000
All Other Liabilities.
1.05632610
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
5.828.043.96
Reserve for Taxes,
383340 00
Total Liabilities.
$27..061268.27
All Other Liabilities.
373.29002 Special Surplus
Funds.
2319.000.00
$7.623516.80 Capital Paid Up or
Total LiabUities.
1.000.00000
Statutory Deposit.
3.000.000 00
Capital Paid Up.
Unasslgned Funds
Unassigned Funds
4 686738.29
(Surplus).
'Surplus).
23.41331785
Surplus as regards
Surplus as Regards
$5,686.73829
Policyholders,
Policyholders.
$38.632317 85

irreconcilable struggle. The con
flict abroad ... is not a conflict
within the American nation. We
In Plans Of the
are not now afflicted as are so
many lands because this external
New President
conflict is at the same time a deep
Shortly after the Eisenhower in and wide Internal conflict. We
auguration Walter Lippman wrote face many dangers but that, the
a column which was based on an greatest of them all. does not con
unusual and provocative idea. He front us now. Internal division is
pointed out that the principles the not the condition of America."
Proof of Mr. Llppman’s thesis is
new President laid down in the
inaugural address are virtually non- found in the reception that has
controversial nowadays — where been given President Eisenhower's
once, and not long ago as history statements and speeches, both be
runs, they would have been burn fore and after he took thc oath of
office. With very few exceptions,
ing issues.
Mr. Lippman went on to discuss lenders of both parties, along with
the tremendous changes that have newspapers and commentators of
taken place in American attitudes , widely varying political positions,
and the tenor of American think- I have had relatively little criticism
ing toward the world at large since : and much praise for what he stands
1914. Then he wrote: "The great for And this ls true of the lieu
good that can come of it rests on 1 tenants he has appointed. The
the prodigious fact that for all feeling is general that this will be
practical political purposes there1 a dedicated Administration, that its
are no ideological divisions within 1 Inevitable mistakes will be honest
this nation. There is conflict and j mistakes, that politics will be sub
diversity of economic interests: j limated to the greatest possible de
there are racial tensions and sec gree in the handling of the major
tarian differences But there is no problems, that the general welfare
alignment ot large masses ln an will always be placed first, and that
the overriding goal will be the at
cars are patrolling "extremely long tainment of national unity and
distances” before handing out a purpose to an extent that has not
ticket or waning. In 18 states they been known ln many years.
The tremendous enthusiasm for
patrolled between 50 and 100 mlles
for each “traffic contact,” ln eight Eisenhower and belief ln Eisen
states between 100 and 200 miles, hower that the public has shown
ln two states up to 273 miles, ln creates a big problem in itself. That
another state 328 miles, and in still problem is that we may expect too
acted as leader of the meeting, as
much too fast.
another
more than 500 miles
Miss Grimes was ill. The meeting
Even a boiled down list of the
"Last year traffic fatalities ln
was opened with a prayer by Rev.
most pressing issues that the Eisen
urban
areas
declined
about
eight
W. S. Stackhouse, followed by the
hower Administration faces shows
Scripture reading by Dorothy Sut per cent.” said Mr. Boate, "but in how dangerous and foolish overrural
areas
the
toll
was
increased
by
!
liffe and a solo by Betty Earle. Rev
optimism would be. U. S News &
Dagino was then introduced and well over 1,000 deaths because so World Report listed a number in
many
speeders
and
other
law
violat

spoke on the subject “The Darkest
its issue of January 23. They In
Night in History." T'ne meeting ors ride the highways undetected. clude the Korean War: the bad
These
rural
traffic
deaths
more
than
closed with the benediction by Rev
offset the lower fatality toll inj condition of the European army;
Stackhouse.
the ominous Communist advances
Following the service refresh the cities, with the result that the
in Indo-China; the Kremlin's con
nation's
fatalities
increased
two
per
ments were served by the kinder
tinued gains in many parts of the
garten and primary teachers of the cent. Had these law violators in
world; the tremendous demands for
rural
areas
been
detected
oftener,
church school. Kenneth Holbrook
Total.
$13310.255 08
Total.
$55.723486 12
cuts in government spending and
the
1952
accident
toil
might
have
was among the many members of
36-T-42
36-T-42
ultimately,
tax
reduction;
the
draft,
the Youth Fellowship who were been reduced
which
is
cutting
deeper
and
deeper
COLUMBIA
INSURANCE
COM

UNITED
FIREMENS
INSUR

“The nation can make a real
present, and in honor of his birth
PANY OF NEW YORK
ANCE CO. OF PHILA.
into our youthful male population
start
toward
dealing
more
effect

day, three very lovely birthday
New Y’ork
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
and may soon seek to induct
Bonds,
$3932.277.12
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1952
cakes were brought on and cut by ively with the life-and-death prob
fathers Any one of such problems Bonds.
$7,113.434 88 Stocks.
1.062.25104
Kenneth as the group Joined ln lem of reducing its high traffic
is big enough and tough enough to Stocks.
2.695.429 66
Cash and Bank DeposiU. 322.12032
singing "Happy Birthday.” and ev toll when many states at least
demand the attention of the best Cash and Bank DeposiU. 567.01026 Agents' Balances or Un
ery one present was served a piece double or triple their pitifully lowAgents' Balances or Un
collected Premiums.
.507.40292
average rates far apprehending law brains the Administration can com
collected Premiums.
43567512
Other Assets.
of the delicious cakes.
106322.28
mand;
together,
they
create
in

Other Assets.
71.046 66
violators on the rural highways. It
FEDERAL INSURANCE UO.
Total Assets.
$5.98037388
is in the open country that the credible difficulties
98 John St.-New York, 38. N. Y.
Total Assets.
$10312396 58
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
President Eisenhower has taken
speeders and other habitual traffic
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1952
LIABILITIES.
SURPLUS
AND
OTHER
FUNDS
Bonds.
$31.191300 87 law offenders who eventually wind over the toughest job on earth. His
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses.
$394.446 00
$73234200 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Stocks.
38.255.067.53 up in serious accidents are causing chief assistants have jobs which Reserve for Los-es.
ment Expenses,
46295 00
Cash & Bank De
up to 25.000 traffic deaths and in are not much easier. It is essen Reserve ior Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
85.470.00 Reserve for Unearned
posits.
6.429.142.71 juring from 500.000 to 600,000 per tial that the American people, des
Premiums.
Agents’ Balances,
2.005 26198
for Unearned Pre- 2,954.15597
pite their natural desire for peace Reserve
5.090.25247 Reserve for Taxes
miums.
Otlier Assets.
588,12152 sons every year.
83230.00
and
plenty,
realize
this
and
be
tol

151975 00 All Other Liabilities,
As soon as rural highway police
Reserve for Taxes.
175.846 73
222.208.04
All
Other
Liabilities,
Total Assets.
$68 470394 62 forces in most states are able to erant and co-operative.
Total Liabilities.
$3.653973.70
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC
warn more motorists and make
Total Liabilities.
$6282.24731 Special Surplus Funds,
Reserve for Losses.
$8368,203 00
Harrison Radiator Division of
more arrest for traffic violations,
Special Surplus Funds
Contingency Reserve. $139.819 62
Reserve for Loss Adjust
746239 00 there is better hope for a real re Oeneral Motors tests iu car heat
Contlngencv Reserve. $327912 65 Capital Paid Up.
$1,000.000 00
Expenses.
ers in cars ln a cold room provid Capital Paid’Up.
2.000,000 00 Unassigned Funds
Reserve for Unearned
duction in the accident total in ru
ing sub-zero wind blasts. Thermo Unassigned Funds
(Surplus) ,
18.582.670 00
Premiums,
1.166980.56
1922313 80 ral areas."
(Surplus).
2,302.436 42
Surplus as Regards
Reserve for Taxes.
meters and other InstrumenU in
Surplus as Regards
4.565.76070
Policyholders.
$2.306300.18
Other Liabilities,
GRANITE STATE FIRE INS. CO. the cars record the rapidity and
Policyholders,
4630.346.07
thoroughness
of
heaters
and
wind

Manchester.
N.
H.
Total.
Total Liabilities.
$34,186 186.50
$5960373 88
ASSETS DEC 31. 1952
shield defrosters.
$10912396.58
Special Surplus Funds, $8914686 58
Total,
36-T-42
$5.074513.00
36-T-42
Capital Paid Up.
4.000.000 00 Bonds.
PIHENIX INDEMNITY CO.
Stocks.
3534.809.16 PAWTUCKET MUTUAL INS. CO.
Unassigned Funds
U. S. Branch
New York, N. Y’.
80.00000
Pawtucket. R. I.
(Surplus).
21369.52154 Real Estate Owned.
PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO, LTD
ASSETS DEC 31. 1952
Mortgage Loans on Real
ASSETS DEC 31. 1952
Pollcytholders' Sur
New
York.
N.
Y.
Bends.
Estate.
54538 Bonds.
$1236831061
$4.283332.76
plus.
$34,284,208.12
Stocks,
ASSETS DEC 31. 1952
4.687 969 07
Cash and Bank De
Stocks,
1.316,293.00
|
Bonds.
$7161.086.56
Cash
and
Bank
De

posits.
832.440
51
Real Estate Owned.
136.43437
$63.470394 62
Stocks.
1906393 50
posits.
69547271
Mortgage Loans on Real
39-T-45 Agents' Balances or Un
207300.00 Agenu Balances or
collected Premiums.
1 044 359.58
Estate.
10.175.00 ! Real Estate Owned.
Uncollected Pre
FITCHBURG MUTUAL URE
Other Assets,
184.001.27 Cash and BankDeposiU. 550.19722 Cash and Bank Deposits. 726.13194
miums.
AgenU' Balances or Un
1.835934.54
INSURANCE CO.
AgenU’ Balances or Un
collected Premiums. 1.480.1443.3 Other AsseU.
Fitchburg. Mass.
Total Assets.
$10,800.869 10
362.48446
collected Premiums.
360762 82
Other AsseU.
101289 73
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1952
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
Other Assets.
37305 49
Total Assets.
$19940.17138
Bonds,
$651310.00
OTHER FUNDS
Total AsseU.
$1138174606
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Stocks,
88.670.00 Reserve for Losses.
$940319.00
Total AsseU.
$6,694,700.66
LIABILITIES.
SURPLUS
AND
OTHER
FUNDS
Realty Owned.
70.000 00 Reserve for Loss ad
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses.
$7272.654.28
Cash & BankDeposits. 623.11798
justment Expenses.
37.400 00
OTHER FUNDS
$1.056367.00 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Agents' Balances.
88.00093 Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Losses.
$273318.23 Reserve for Losses.
ment Expense*.
1.006386.00
I Reserve for Loss AdPremiums.
4382.454.67 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Other Assets.
7.82298
23,446 40 I justment Expenses.
120,060.00 Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Taxes.
190.000.00
ment Expenses.
Reserve for Unearned Pre
Premiums.
5383.417.26
Total Assets.
$1.52892139 All Other LiabUities,
28139493 Reserve for Unearned
6.266.86100 Reserve for Taxes.
584.114.08
3.33641060 . miums.
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC.
Premiums,
190330.00 AU Other LiabiUties.
94301.37
Total LiabUities.
$6,331,768.60 Reserve tor Taxes.
Reserve for Losses.
$34,240 68
115.328 80 1 Reserve for Taxes,
380.74652
Special Surplus Funds $400.000 00 All Other Liabilities,
45033397 i AU Other Liabilities.
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Total LiabUities.
$14,341.07298
ment Experues.
5300.00 Capita; Paid Up or Statu
Total Liabilities.
$8.01436732 Special Surplus Funds
Reserve for Unearned
tory Deposit.
1,250.000.00
$4,196,238.00
Total Liabilities,
Contingency
Reserve.
$637.70631
Special
Surplus
Funds
Premiums,
850.885.43 Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
Contingency Reserve, $319342.13 Capital Paid Up or Statu
Reserve for Taxes.
26.551.79
(Surplus).
2.819.10030
$2,465.462 66
(Surplus).
tory Deposit.
2.000.00090
Statutory Deposit.
500.000.00
Other Liabilities.
10.41352
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Unassigned Funds
Policyholders.
$4,469,100.50
$2,405,482.66 Unassigned Funds.
Policyholders,
(Surplus).
2.747.636 41
(Surplus).
3.081.368.10
Total Liabilities.
$927.291 42
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Unasslgned Funds.
601.630 47
Total.
$10,800,869.10
Total.
$6,694,700.66
PoUcyholders.
$6388.08841
Policyholders.
3.567.17834
Policyholders’ Surplus. $601,630.47
ALFRED M STROUT. Agent,
ALFRED M. STROUT. Agent.
General Insurance.
Oeneral Insurance,
81T381.746.06
Total.
$19940171.36
$1528927®
Total.
Total.
Thomaston Maine
Thomaston. Maine
36-T-42,
36-T-43
3»-T-4S[
39-T-45 1
*-T-4b
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Knox County Is
Organized For the

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2191

Mew* md Social Item*, Notice* and Advertisement* may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS OLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-S

Cancer Drive

ett R Noble, Tliomaston.
Deputy Chairman—Mrs. James S
Cousens. Rockland.
Education Chairman'—Mrs Law

rence C. Hill. Thomaston
Appleton—Mrs Mary Gurney.
Knox County is organized for
Burkettville—Mrs Kenneth Dethe
Cancer
Crusade
which
is
conThe
regular
monthly
meeting
of
Miss Shirley Putnam who Is at from the Barlow house and is now
muth.
tending University of Maine is occupying an apartment in the the Women’s Club of Our Lady of deted during the month of April
Camden—Mrs. William F Pa-ckwhen
volunteers
endeavor
to
con

Hope
Catholic
Church
will
,
Good
home
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
James
Jeff

spending the Easter recess with her
be held Wednesday April 1 at 1.30 tact every home to leave the life • ard.
parents. Town Manager and Mrs. rey.
saving literature which has Can- 1 Criehaven—C4rs. Leslie A. WilMiss Vivian Robinson is a pa p. m.
Harold Putam.
tient at Knox Hospital. ,
There will toe a mee’ing of the cer s Seven Danger Signals. Funds , son.
Miss Anita Burton who is in
Mr. and Mrs. Victor LeSan of Cancer Crusade Workers of Cam are solicited for the Society's : Cushing—Mrs
Estelle Saastatraining at the Maine Medical Cen
Frankfort and Mrs. Merle Crank- den at the Selectmens Office Wed three-fold program of education, moi nen.
ter, Portland, visited her parents.
hite of Bangor were guests Thurs nesday, April 1. at 1.30 for instruc research and service to the cancer
Friendship—Mrs. Elden Cook.
Mr and Mrs Oscar Burton, Satur
day of Mrs. Arlene Starrett.
tions and materials for the ap patient.
Hope—‘Mrs. William Wright.
day.
The last series of card parties of proaching Cancer Crusade Drive.
Hundreds of volunteers under the
South Hope—‘Miss Lucy Bowley.
Mr and Mrs. Archie Thompson Grace Chapter OES wiJJ be held
The Camden Community Hospi leadership of town chairmen will, Matinicus—Mrs. Scott Young
of Friendship accompanied Mr. and Wednesday night at 1.30 at the tal Club meeting which was sched work to attain the Knox County
North Haven—Mrs. Norman L.
Mrs. Albert Condon to New Bed Masonic Temple. Door prizes will uled for Thursday April 2, has been quota of $5590 The extent of the Morrison.
ford, Mass , and Fairhaven, Mass , be awarded.
cancelled. It will be held Friday program is determined by the
Owl’s Head—Mrs. Fr ancis Dyer
where they visited their son and
Weymouth Grange Circle meets April 10 at Green Gables.
funds available; 60 cents of every
Port Clyde—Mrs. Enid Mona
daughver-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Ev | Wednesday night with Mrs. Clara
The Freeman-Herrick Camp and dollar stays in Maine and 40 cents ghan.
erett Condon and Mr. and Mrs. i Lymburner.
Auxiliary will meet at the Legion supports the American Cancer
Rockland—Mrs James S Cousens
William Condon. Mr. and Mrs.
Hall, Wednesday, April 1, for their Society's Research and Education and Hugh Benner
Entertain Mrs. Morse
Thompson visited their son and
The American Legion Auxiliary regular meeting. Supper will be Program
Rockport—Mrs Rupert Stevens.
family for a few days.
entertained Friday night Deputy served at 6 p. m. Please bring prizes.
The Maine Cancer Society pro
West Rojkport—Mrs Stewart
Mrs. Florence Gardiner is a pa President Mrs. Blanche Morse of
vides these helps:
Orbeton.
Bowling Girls
tient at Knox Hospital.
Cherryfield and Deputy vice presi- J Twelve of the bowling girls at the
Research — Maine’s contribution
St. George—Mrs. Alfred: A
Mrs John Fitzpatrick is spend J dent Mrs. Mary Sherman of Dam YMCA enjoyed a dinner at Yorkies to the great research program of Hocking
ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs. ariscotta and Mrs. Berniece Jack- | Thursday evening. The following the American Cancer Society is
Tenant's Harbor—Mlrs Marga
William Lawry at Melrose, Mass. son of Rockland. A large crowd was : were present: Miss Oloria Mann 251? of the Crusade funds.
ret Cant.
Miss Nellie Tibbetts has moved present. Refreshments were served. ing, Mrs. Doris Frye, Mrs. Nancy
Education —Professional: Cancer
Thomaston—Mrs. H. V W Ber*
I Atkins. Miss Sherma Hubbard, Mrs. nurses’ scholarships. CA Bulletin gamini
from out-of-town were Mrs. Lula j Dot Poland, Miss Pat Burton, Mrs. of Cancer. Cancer Journal; Pub South Thomaston- Mrs Elizabeth
CAPT. FRED C. LINDSEY
Burial was made in Ash Point ( Foss of Bath, Fred Foss of Boston ' Josephine Milliken, Miss Nancy lic: Radio, films, literature, news Mitchell.
Union-Mrs Walter Rich.
cemetery Friday, for Capt. Fred C. and Harvard Crowley of Corea. Hulbert, Mrs. Edna Joyce. Miss Al papers.
Service—Aid to the needy. Treat
Vinalhaven—Mrs. Elizabeth Da
Lindsey, 85, retired master mariner. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald offici ice Clancy, Mrs. Ernestine Buzzell
ment through the approved tumor vidson.
Capt. Lindsey died Wednesday at ated at the service held at the Bur and Miss Norma Whyte.
pee Funeral Home.
clinics; x-ray, radium and other
Warren’—Mrs. Harold Overlook
his home in Corea, Maine, having,
Naomi Circle
Capt. Lindsey was the son of Na
prescribed therapy; transporta
South Warren — Mrs. Everett
been in failing health for the past
Naomi Sewing Circle met at the!
year. He was born in Northport, thaniel Lindsey and Ellen Drink IOOF hall Friday evening with the tion to and from clinics; dressings Draper.
Washington—Mrs Harry PhilSept. 28, 1861 and married Mertie water Lindsey and spent his early following members present: Mrs for out-patients; paid clerical as
life in Owl’s Head.
sistance at clinics.
For terminal
Crockett of Ash Point in 1892 and
Grace Howe. Mrs. Jennie Wellman, [
Ainother blessing of the poor
cancer patients cared for at home:
Mrs. Lindsey died in 1896 One son
Mrs. Marion Gray, Mrs. Doris Do- i
on
prescription: man is the ability to read reports
was born to the union, Fred Jr. In WARREN
rity, Miss Bessie Bowers, Mrs. medications
of a stock market crash without
1900 he married Miss Emma Crow
Supper guests Thursday night at Laura Fuller, Mrs. LiUian Herrick, dressings and sickroom supplies.
loss of appetite.
Division
Chairman
—
Mrs
Ever

ley of Corea, who survives.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mrs. Nettie Redding, Mrs. Maude
Capt. Lindsey lived in Ports Erickson, were Mrs. Harry Stred, Greenlaw and Mrs. Nema Smith.
mouth, N. H.. for 30 years where and daughter, Kristen, Mrs. Emma Delicious refreshments were served
he conducted a ferry service to the Norwood and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy by the hostesses Mrs. Grace Howe
Navy Yard and New Castle. He then Norwood. Slides were shown dur and Mrs. Jennie Wellman. This
moved to Rockland for 10 years and ing the evening.
weeks meeting will be cancelled due
then to Corea where he retired j Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Clark and to Holy Week.
from active duty.
children, Philip and Nancy, of
Mrs. Sarah Plaisted
Capt. Lindsey is survived by his Saugus, Mass. and David Anderson
Mrs. Sarah K. Plaisted, 18, resi
wife Emma F„ one sister Evelyn of Lynn, Mass., were recent guests
Boynton of Warwick, Mass., a of Mr. and Mrs. O. William An dent of Washington street, died at
daughter-in-law, Marion Lindsey derson. Mr. and Mrs. Clark and Camden Saturday. She wis born at
also Lydia Lindsey. A grandson, family also called at the home of Whycogomagh, Cape Britain, Nova
Scotia, Nov. 1, 1814, and had been
Dale Lindsey, four granddaughters,
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett.
a resident of Camden since 1923
Bernice Andralouis. Mertie Cuddy
Visiting committee appointed in Mrs. Plaisted was a member of the
of Rockville, Conn., Lois Harvey of
Crescent Temple, P. S. by the ex OES, Rosewood Chapter, Searsmont
Boston and Marion Watts of Ten
cellent chief, Mrs. Lillian Simmons, and up until two years ago was ma
ants Harbor. One great grandson
includes Mrs. Clara Leach and Mrs tron of the Home for Aged Women,
and four great granddaughters
Mildred Starrett.
a position she had held since the
survive.
Mrs. Harold D Sawyer left Sat home was founded. She is survived
Those who attended the service
urday for Bloomfield, Conn., to by three sons, Howard of Eastjoin her daughter. Mrs C. H Adams hampton. Conn., Leigh of Orono,
for a trip to Washington, D. C.
and Archie of Camden, and three
daughters, Mrs. Marion Thomas.
58th Anniversary
GAME PARTY
Members of Ivy Chapter, OES, Mrs. Elsie Dority and Mrs. Doris
will observe the 58th anniversary Sylvester aJl of Camden; and two
Every Tuesday Night
of the order Friday at the stated sisters, Mrs. Christine McAulay,
.Minimum Prize $2.50.
meeting.
Committees appointed Cambridge, Mass, Mrs. John MathSPECIAL GAMES
for the meeting are, refreshments, esno, Lakeville, N. B.; and eight
Mrs. Lina Smith, Mrs. Abbie Dilla- grandchildren. Funeral services
3 Cards For 5c
way and Mrs. Anna Starrett and were held Monday from the Gil
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
for entertainment, Mrs. Carrie bert C. Laite Funeral Home. Inter
NO. 31
ment will be at Oakgrove cemetery,
Smith.
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building
Searsmont. The Rev. J. G. Sher1-T-tf
bourne will officiate.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Thomaston

Cpl. John Matson of Veterans
Hospital, Framingham, Mass., ac Town Meeting
compenied by a friend from Ver
(Continued From Page One)
mont. spent Saturday with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Matson.
Salaries
John is in hopes to be able to mak"
Salaries of the town offleers were
a longer visit home in the near fu approved under Article 4. The
ture. This being his one since last ’own manager is to receive $4000
summer, as he mas been ill much i for his services and his secretary,
of the winter months. All wish $’100.
John better luck.
The assessors will be paid $600
Elmer Matson was in Augusta
each: the town clerk 75 and school
Thursday with the school from the
committee members a like fee with
Village and Cushing. They visited
the school physician and health
the State House and enjoyed a very
I officer being paid $125. The total
interesting trip.
I salary schedule reached $6,575 00
Calista Orne has returned home
Appropriations in General
from West Boothbay and is visFunds raised for hydrant rental
isting at Crosby Priors at the vil
1 totaled $3300 with $1390 going to
lage.
We are surely having a wet sea ' the fire department f6r general
son. it has rained everyday now expenses and $615 for new hose,
plus $1050 for the volunteer fire
for flve days
companies.
The Are chief’s salary was set
TENANT’S HARBOR
Rev. and Mrs. Douglas Auld and at $500 and 1200 for the assistant
chief.
children of Brewer were recent
The town voted to join the muguests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs
i tual aid system being established
Albin Falla.
' for Are fighting between the towns
Conrad MacKinnon who has been
of the county.
employed at Pennsylvania is at his
Sewer Extension
home for several days visit.
The sum of $5,500 was voted to
Chester Pratt is a patient at the
Knox Hospital, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. E M. Johnson of include the following: Winifred
Bennington, Vt., are guests of Milne, Marian Barnes, Helen
their daughter and family. Mr. and I Thomas, Dora
Hawkins, Hilda
Mrs Richard Falla and son.
, Hawkins. Edna Elwell, Jennie
Miss Dorothy Edwards of Gor Hooper, Carolyn Inabenit, Lou Lee
ham State Teachers College was a Wiley, Lydia MacKinnon, Virginia
weekend guest og her parents Mr. Bryant, Jessie Harris and Aune
and Mrs. Enar Hyvarinen.
I Bragdon.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Haskell of
Miss Gertrude I-antz, R N, of
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. are at Blue Portland was a weekend guest of
' her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
berry Cove, Elmore, for a week.
The Pageant “The Lighted Cross’’ Lantz, Long Cove.
which will be presented FridayMrs. Lucille Wiley is employed at
night at the Baptist Church will the telephone office.

permit the extension of the sewer
lines from Ship Street to Vinal’*
Dairy. The selectmen are to ototain
bids and were authorized to con
tract for the work, as well as to
borrow the necessary funds.
Nursing Sen-ires

The program of the Thomaston
Nursing Association wil be contin
ued with an appropriation of $2,400
authorized last night.
Highways and Bridges

Repairs and maintenance of town
roads and bridges received the sum
of $3,500 with a like figure being
raised for winter and spring roads
and breaking out roads.
The sum of $3,000 was appropri
ated for tarring of streets and $2,388 for State Aid programs in the
highway department. Improvement
of town ways, sidewalks and drains
was allotted $1500 with $600 ear
marked for the trimming of trees,
care of the mail and school walks.
Other Appropriations

Other amounts granted by vo
ters included $1,000 for the im
provement of the town cemetery;
$125 for Memorial Day expenses;
Social Security for town employees
$600; workmen’s compensation $600
and parks, $250.
Conscience gets a lot of credit
that belongs to cold feet.

If a child has a temper it can’t
control, it’s a good sign the child
has parents tt-ho can.

—sociaTdance-'
OWL’S HEAD GRANGE HALI.

Tues. (Tonite) March 31
Music By Hawaiianaires
Donation 50c
Sandwiches and Sweets Served
39-lt

out ofeveiylour
people does it!

SOUTH HOPE

DOUBLE FEATURE
HIT NO. 1

CHEROKEE SHIFT?
It ads hr a WKGll md a WAGCLl

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Hart
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Curry recently.
Mrs Gladys Cunningham of
Union spent Wednesday night and
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Robbins.
Philip Crabtree made a trip to
Boston ,and New Bedford, Mass.
Thursday.
Dirk Brown is at home from the
U. of M. for the Easter vacation.
Mrs. Grace Buker of Farmington
is the guest of her son, Hartley
Watt and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gath and
Miss Beatrice Alderman arrived

Sunday from Florida where they
passed several weeks.
Miss Lucertia Pushatt’ has been
ill with the flu.
Mrs. Mildred Thorndike returned
from Massachusetts Saturday.
The Payson crate mill has been
purchased by Ragged Mountain In
dustries, Inc., of which Philip Crab
tree is manager.
Gerald Pushaw, infant son of Mr
and Mrs. Donald Pushaw, is a
medical patient at Camden Com
munity Hospital.
An expert says a golfer’s individ
uality shows most in his putting—
or in his remarks if he continues
putting.

Groat Nows!

WED. THURS.
Mat. 1.30 — Eve. 1.00

Camden Theatre

Evening 1 Show Only, 1 P. M.

LAST TIMES TODAY

for U. S. Saving* Bond*!
DUN

I

JERRY

MARTIWEWSj
li, HMWAUSp,*,.. ' !
THE-STOOGE;
A Panmount Picture

ETRIICH
c/«**n*8

Blazing Forest"
Blazing With Thrills in
Technicolor
Plus Latest News A Cartoon

HIMSAUIM
hMHitvn hmmuk
MrtuMr

j

STARTS TOMORROW
John Pavne, William Demarest
Agnes Moorehead in
•’THE

STEUIflIRT

**. DONUVY ■ Owh. WINNINOH •

Now monoy-oarning foaturos

39-lt

AUH

am/*JACK CARSON

One out of every four men, women anti
children in America people just like you
and me have found a wonderful and work
able way toward real financial independence
— with all the security and peace of mind it
brings. By saving money reyularly through
United States Savings Bonds.

What’s more, nobody has told us or
forced us to do this. We’ve done it of
our own free will! Not only because we

have learned U. S. Savings Bonds are a

foolproof method of Baving money.

But because we know they represent
one way that you and I can do some

Right this minute, you and I and

thing about building peace and security

millions of our friends and neighbors all

for ourselves and our country - in a

over America own more than 49 billion

world where we have found peace is

dollars worth of our country’s interest

only for the strong!

I

« a*O*O68«« H<tu8»

Shows At: 2.08—6.20—8.30
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS
FAMILY NIGHT
(Children FREE When Accom
panied by Parents I
39-lt

IWALDO THEATRES

think about that, it ought to make us

So, let's all of us keep on investing in

proud! Because it’s the greatest success

Bonds. It’s a great way to get where

WALDOBORO—TEL IM
*
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee* g
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday a* LM

story of its kind the world has

you want’to go. A practical idea—and

ever known!

patriotic, too!

All maturing E Bonds auto
matically earn internet at the new,
higher rale (average 3% compounded
semiannually) for 10 more years.
THMO

terest your Ronds are earning every six
months, ask at your bank about tiie
new Serie* H Saving* Bond.

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
MARCH 31—APRIL 1
Linda DarnelL Gary Merrill I
“NIGHT WITHOUT SLEEP’

, = RAHDOLPH SCOTT
rTBflMMWTIim

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
APRIL 2-3
Sterling Hayden, Richard Carlson
Phvllis Coates in
"FLAT TOP"
In Terhnirolor

Knoxt*

SATURDAY ONLY, APRIL 4
Jane Russell. George Brent,
Scott Brady in
“MONTANA BELLE”
♦ Trncolor *

Today—“Battle Circus”
HUMPHREY BOGART

39-lt

SKOMO — Every Serie* E Bond you own
can now go on earning interest for 10
more years after it reaches the original
maturity date—without your lifting
a finger!

FOUOTH—If you want to be paid the in

earning Bonds. And when you stop to
PLUS 2nd HIT

HOST—Thank* to new Treasury regula
tions, every Serie* E Bond you invest
in begins earning interest after only
6 months. It earn* 3% interest com
pounded semiannually when held to
maturity.

SaManKSHBaaaaaaBnaaart

_

39-lt_

Peace is for the strong! For peace and prosperity invest in U. S. Savings Bonds!
J7W U. N Ooaarrunant data not pay for thia advartsotng Tin Ireaoury Dapartment thanha, for thair patriotic donation,
tha Adoor Mint Ce««u W and
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Social Matters

Beatrice S Alderman accompan-1
ied by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Gath !
and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nelson
and daughter Sheryl have returned
from a season in Florida where
they were houseguests at Delray'
Beach of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H i
McKenney,
Jr.,
of
Brockton.1
Mass. During the first of the win- I

>0 Mr and Mrs James S Cousens1
and son Blaine were members of
the party. One month was spent at
the Haven Beach Hotel, Indian j
Rock on the Gulf Coast.
Robert P Hooper is spending the
10 day Easter recess from the Uni
versity of Maine at his home on
Oliver street.

Mrs. Elva Johnson spent the
weekend in Tenant’s Harbor as
guest of Mrs. Nina Marshall. She
Mrs Margaret Robbins of 43 attended the St. George Minstrel
Granite street, this City who was Show on Friday night.
on her way home after spending
Miss Pauline Stevens was hon
the winter in Joplin, Mo., was in
the recent train accident in Penn ored at a surprise pre-nuptial
sylvania. Although there were sev shower Friday night at the home
eral persons killed Mrs. Robbins of Mrs. Fred C Gatcombe, Owl’s
Head with Mrs. Lyman McFarland
luckily was not injured.
and Mrs. Floyd Benner assisting
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton and hostesses. There were 30 guests in
Mrs. Frank Perkins of Northeast cluding classmates, relatives and
Harbor were here Saturday to at close friends. The much surprised
tend luneral services for Richard honor guest was given a poem
written by Mrs. Gatcombe which
Clayton Gilley.
she was asked to read. As the
Mr. and Mrs Frank Carter and poetic lines went on they cleverly
son Ronnie of Gardner, Mass, vis directed her to the hiding places
ited Mr. Carter’s mother, Mrs Fan of her many lovely gifts. Refresh
nie B Carter, Blake Lane, over the ments were served by the hostesses.
weekend.

John Beaton is seriously ill at
his home on Oliver street.
Mrs. Hilma Becklund, Mrs. Har
ry Bates and Mr and Mrs. Harry
W. Bates of Worcester. Mass., re
turned home Sunday after being
called here by the death of Richard
Wuyton Gilley.

The
Congregational
Women's
Association meets Wednesday at 3
p m., in the church parlor. Mrs.
Emily Faber will be the guest
speaker and her subject will be,
"The United Nations As A Means
of Peace.’’ Mrs. Faber is state com
mittee member of the League of
Women Voters She is well worth
hearing and all members please at
tend. Tea will be served, and a so
cial hour will follow.
The Mission Circle of Immanuel
Church
(Universalist) Rockland,
will hold its monthly meeting, Wedjjfcday. April 1, at 2 p. m. in the
church parlor. The topic for the
day: ’An Explanation of Federal
j
Union of Unitarians and Universalists” by Mrs. Irving Johnson of
Camden and Rev George H Wood, j
minister of the church. All inter j
ested women of the parish are cor
dially invited to be present.

Tele Vision
Scores of satisfied customers will
attest to our “Service after the
Sale” slogan. Fewer sales with con- (
tinued customer satisfaction ls, in
our mind, much better than lots of
s»;es with poor or no service after
ihe sale. It costs no more to get a
good TV with continued service
AFTER the sale. House-Sherman,
Inc., Main St., Rockland.
Adv.

WAITRESSES WANTED
Apply in Person

MA HUBBARD
Corner Main and l.indsev Sts.
37-tf

A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V»\\\

Miss Mary Libby, student nurse
at the Central Maine General Hos
pital, Lewiston, spent the weekend
with her mother, Mrs Catherine
Libby, Oak street.

Mr and Mrs. James Mason and
daughter Lois of Webster. Mass,
spent the weekend with her father
Leroy Wiggin at South Thomaston.
The trip was made to attend the
Mr and Mrs. Perley Merrifield
wedding of her brother Harold
of West Rockport were given a sur
Wiggin on Friday night.
prise all-day family party Sunday
honoring their 44th wedding anni
Mr and Mrs. William C. Clement
versary which falls on March 31.
of South Thomaston attended the
Dinner was served at the Trading
wedding for Mr. Clement’s grand
Post at noon.
The affair was
niece Miss Laura Mae Luscombe
planned by their daughter, Mrs.
and William Stanhope French Sat
Clifford Colson. Present were Her
urday night at 7.30 in the Central
Square Baptist Church and the re bert Merrifield. Bath; Mr and Mrs.
ception which followed at the home Elmer Merrifield and son Richard,
of the bride. They were overnight West Rockport; Mr. and Mrs.
guests Saturday of Mr and Mrs. Hadley Smith and children Kath
leen and Victor, Woolwich; Mrs.
Charles Llnnell in Portland
Shirley Morris, Lewiston and Mr.
Mr and Mis. Judson I. Crouse and Mrs. Clifford Colson and son
The
will celebrate their 57th wedding Clifford, Jr., of Rockland.
anniversary Saturday April 4 but Merrifields received many lovely
it will be a quiet affair owing to gifts
the illness of Mr. Crouse
Chester Athearn and son and
Mr and Mrs. John Wallace and daughter-in-law, Mr
and Mrs
Mr and Mrs. George Frost of Do- Owen Athearn of Dover, N H. were
ver. N H, were guests last week of guests of Mr. and Mrs Ernest
Mr. and Mrs Harold Coombs while Gamage last week while here to
here to attend the funeral service attend funeral services for Owen
of Owen Athearn. Mrs. Wallace and Athearn. Owen Athearn was the
Mrs. Frost are granddaughters of father of Chester Athearn.
Mr Athearn.
The Odds and Ends of the Con
Thursday evening the Mac gregational Church will meet at
Donald Class of the First Baptist the Church Thursday night at 7.15
Church met at the home of Mrs to attend the Maundy Thursday
Dorothy Baxter.
Her assisting service in a group. The April 9
hostesses were Mrs Audrey Teel, meeting will be held at the home
Mrs
Blanche Widdecombe and of Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt instead
Mrs Bea Grant. The evening was of in the Church parlors as
devoted to Bible study under the planned.
leadership of Mrs Agnes Young.
Members are reminded to take
Guests were Mrs Genie Bramhall,
bowls and sauce dishes for the To
and Mrs. Dorothy Godfrey. Other
nian Circle Supper to be served at
members present were: Miss Char
6 o’clock Wendesday night at the
lotte Cook Mesdames Bertha Bell,
Universalist Church.
Laura Harjula, Kate Brawn. Har
riet Emery. Frances Philbrook.
Mrs. Sue Oxton and Mrs. Lee Ox
Susan Bowiey, Berniece Anderson, ton of Granite street were recent
Florence
Knight,
Sybil
Mills. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sim
Blanche Gardner. Sylvia Knight. mons of Saugus, Mass While there
Emma Hill, Ivy Hart. Virginia they attended the flower show in
Stoddard.
Marjorie
Bickmore., Boston. Mrs Simmons is the sister
Helen Shaw and Mabel McKusick. of Mrs. Sue Oxton.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT

join the

EASTERPflRflDE
BOYS’
GABARDINE SUITS

Nylon Blended for Extra Wear

$15.95
19.95

Junior, 6 to 12
Cadet, 13 to 18

Available In Huskies

BOYS’ SPORT COATS
CORDUROY

$9.95
10.95

Junior
Cadet

Available in Huskies
WOOL TWEEDS

j

j

The Opportunity Class of the
First Baptist Church will meet
Thursday night at 7.30 with Mrs
Pauline Saunders, 21 Orange street.

Junior

$10.95

Cadet

13.95 up

Billy Jordan, son of Mr and
Mrs William Jordan, celebrated his
second birthday Sunday at the
home of his grandmother, Mrs
Fred Jordan on Broad street
Games were played and lunch was
served, the centerpiece being a
lovely birthday cake with Easter
decorations
Billy received many
nice gifts from the following in
vited guests: Mr. and Mrs William
Anderson, Muriel Anderson, Clarke
Anderson of Warren; Mr. and Mrs
Raymond Jordan, children Rae
berta, Janet and Scott, Mr and
Mrs Ralph Hopkins, sons Johnnie
and Freddie, Mr. and Mrs Barrett
Jordan and son David, Mr and
Mrs. Arthur Jordan, sons Chales
and Brian, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Dennison, Donald Davey, Mr and
Mrs. Arthur Marsh, Mr. and Mrs
Ernest Gray and Fred Fernald

Available in Huskies

BOYS’ TOPCOATS

V2

WOOL TWEED

Juniors, 6-12

Cadets, 14-18

10.95 Up
14.95 up

PRICE

GABARDINE PANTS

Cadet

$4.95
6.95

Available in Huskies

BOYS’ QRESS SHIRTS
White
Junior
$1.95
Cadet________________ 2.45

PLAID MATCHNG SET
Bow Tie, Cuff Links,
Plaid Shirt

$2.95
NYLON SOCKS
Sizes 7 to 10!k

59c - 75c

FLANNELS AND TWEEDS

$4.95 Up
Cadet_____________ 7.95 UP

Junior

BOYS’ SPORT SHIRTS
6 to 18 Years
Now For Spring.
DRESS - SPORT - PLAY

$1.95 to $3.95
BOYS’ FELT HATS
$1.95 to $2.95

famous AYER

DRY

HARRIET
HUBBARD

"The Seven Last

Health Portal

Talk By State

Words" To Be Pre- .

President Christie

sented Good Friday

WCTU held open meeting

The choir of the Pratt Memorial

Friday afternoon in the Farnsworth

Methodist Church and its assisting

The

Museum Auditorium with members
friends will present "The Seven
of Women's Club invited.
Last Word6 of Christ" of Theodore
Worship Service was conducted
Dubois as its Holy Week offering
by Rev. James A. Dagino who
this year. The performance will
brought an inspiring message on
take place at 8 p m . on Good Fri
Christian Faith and Work Follow
day night and all are welcome to
ing reports of Secretary and Trea
attend.
sure, Mrs. Emery presented Miss
This group, under its director
Judy Pease, winner of the WCTU
Dante Pavone, presented this fine
Silver Medal for Oratory in the re
and fervent religious masterpiece
cent Junior High Speech Contest.
Miss Pease gave her selection "Pri
The Coastal Regional Meeting two years ago with great success.
vate Affairs.”
will be held on April 15, dinner at It is hoped that it will be enjoyed
Mrs. Augusta
Christie, State 6 p. m. Hotel Eagle, Brunswick. as much by the listeners this year
President of WCTU and Represent Mis Gladys Jones, R N., will be as the choral group has enjoyed ln
ative to Legislature from Presque hostess. The program ' Telling Your rehearsing the very moving and
Isle, was introduced by Mrs. Em Hospital Story via radio," by Sher-1 dramatic work.
ery as guest speaker. She gave a man Rutter of WRKD and “Telling
very interesting talk on her exper Your Hospital Story via Newspa- ]
iences as a woman legislator in the per" Mrs. Dorothy Roberts of the
present session.
Lincoln County News of Damari
Mrs. Christie observed that since scotta will be the speakers. Miss
the franchise had been given to Ethyl Morse, R. N., is program
women, and opportunity offered chairman. Neil Bunker, vice presi
them to serve in elective offices, not dent, will be in charge of the' The Warren Lions Club will ob
many had done so The number meeting. This is the annual meet-; serve Boy Scout night Wednesday
does not increase in fact there are ing, and officers will be elected
at White Oak Grange Hall, North
less women serving in legislatures
KCOH—
Warren, with members of Troop
today than formerly. The work of
Miss Jean Bullock. Medical So 224, and parents invited to supper
Government, primarily belongs to cial Service Worker, left Thursday and the meeting. Lee Warren, Boy
the province of men. In the major to attend a conference with the Scout executive of Augusta, will be
ity they take their work seriously Bingham Associates
Consultant, present.
and seek to serve the people wisely Miss Edith Canterbury in Boston.
Rehearsals for the second annual
and Justly, women do not vote as
—KCOH—
spring minstrel show, to open April
a unit on any issues, they are di
The Traveling Institute, spon- 9. and to be given April 10 also, at
vided in opinions.
soied by the New England Hospital Town Hall, are proceeding smoothly
However she believed that poli Assembly, on purchasing will be under the direction of Howard
tics, the science of government, of held on April 17, from 10 a m., to Crockett.
fers a challenge to Christian wom 4 p. m., at the Bok Nurses Home.
Accompanist, Mrs B J. Pellicanl
en. The attitude of a gracious Hospita' administrators with a ra reports the chorus in fine form,
Christian woman can have much dius of 50 miles are cordially invi
and that many specialties are
Photo by Cross
In rites held at Camden Saturday afternoon Miss Mary Louise influence in a legislature, aside ted to attend this institute, and planned for the production, which
Kennedy, daughter of Mrs. John J. Kennedy. Camden, and the late John from the restraining effect of the , bring any Department Heads or As is sure to top last year’s perform
J. Kennedy, became the bride of Stanley Leon Payson, Jr., son of Mr. minority.
sistant Administrators. Write for ance.
and Mrs. Stanley I.eon Payson. Sr., of Rockport. Rev. Melvin Dorr, Jr.,
The Liquor Control committee of application blanks to Knox County
pastor of the Chestnut Street Baptist Church performed the ceremony.
which she was a member voted Hospital.
against the bills to modify liquor
—KOOH—
advertising nine to one, of which
GRAND ARMY DAY WILL
Board of Directors held their
she was the “one." When this bill regular monthly meeting on Fri
I
A
BE OBSERVED APRIL 6 BY
I
''
was debated on the floor of the day.
House it was passed in favor of her
—KCOH—
D.U.V. WITH MANY GUESTS
report 83 to 82, but when it came
Miss Celia F Chadwick, 163 PleaApril 6th promises to be a mem Rockland, of the Woman’s State before the Senate, the three Sena san street, Rockland, has been most *
tors who were on the committee generous in her donations to the
orable date in the annuals of the Relief Corps of Maine, Fred A
$
made a vigorous defense of their children’s ward in the hospital. A
D.U.V. of the Civil War. It was Norwood Relief Corps, Rockport, of position, one Senator saying that
large
ana
a
smaller
size
scrap
book
on that date in 1866 that Major the National Woman’s Relief Corps. he was interested in all the people,'
with hard covers the pages are
Benj.
Stephenson
mustered
at Anderson Auxiliary to the S.U.V not any one or any group." However
carefully selected Christmas cards,
of
the
Civil
War,
Rockland,
Joel
Decatur. Illinois. Post No. 1 of the
they might differ in opinions, she and "cut-out paper dolls” too; three
Grand Army of Republic. The fol Keyes Grant Circle, Camden, Ladies felt that she too voted in the in color books, a group of pictures &
%
J of the G A R . Rockland Girl Scouts
lowing year. 1867. the first post in
terest of all the people, the boys from the calendar and several
! and Brownies.
Maine was organized at Bath and
and girls and homes of the state, story papers: were sent to the
The Flag Ceremony will be preon Jan. 10. 1868 at Augusta the
the constituents who voted for her youngsters from Miss Chadwick.
Department of Maine was insti , sented by the Girl Scouts, and | and a large group of men and wom The scrap books were made because
other
numbers
appropriate
to
the
tuted with the Provisional Com
en who supported her opinion as Miss Chadwick enjoys doing it for
■
’
mander announcing 14 posts in the occasion will be given by the va against the commercial interests of them, as it gives her something to $
Department Edwin Libby Post No rious organizations. Mapor Elmer the brewers and winers.
do, and she felt it helps the chil
16 of Rockland was mustered soon Barde will show pictures, which are
Mrs. Christie said of the commit dren to pass the time away while
after and for the following year sure to be of great beauty and in tee that while they opposed the dry waiting to recover.
Mrs. Annie Silke of Banthere were 38 posts in the Depart terest
bills, they also opposed the wet bills
—KCOH—
| gor. President of the Maine Dement.
many of them designed to increase
Admissions:
Rockland:
Miss
Today, of the vast army which ! partment D.U.V . of the Civil War sales and enlarge territory. She Marguerite Belyea, Mrs Margery
participated in the Civil War only j11861-1865. and members of her commended the work of Mrs. Carol Benner. Mrs. Barbara Blastow. Ed
four veterans of the Confederate staff are expected to be present. Russeli of Augusta, outstanding mund Boardman, Jr., Baby Wayne
OfficfTs of the Tent are requested
forces and one veteran of the
j lebbiest for the Drys who was giv- Butler, Miss Nancy Curtis, Henry
(to wear white and all members are | mg much time and effort because
Union Army are living
Fisher, Mrs. Lucinda Sprague, Mrs
In observance of Grand Army urged to attend, especially those ; she believed In the rightness of Lillian Murray, Mrs. Ethel Perry,
Day, which falls on the regular whose father was a veteran of the j what she advocated. When asked Louis Pietroski. Baby Karen Smith,
I Civil War. The public is cordially
what this lobbist was paid she said Mrs. Ruth Sturtevant and Fred
meeting date of the tent, the
about $75. Where one of the lobbists Winslow; Thomaston: Mrs. Paul
Daughters have invited the local invited to attend.
there for the liquor interest was ine Simpson, Elmer Thompson and
"Sons" to be their guests at the
If hirlauvy
being paid a salary of $18,000.
Mrs. Florence Gardiner; Warren:
"Daughters Supper.” which will SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs Adelbert Higgins
HO*
The hearings on liquor bills are Miss Patricia Payson and Mrs.
precede the regular meeting at 7
p m., instead of the usual 7.30. to and daughter. Patty of Aiken. S. C. now closed but on the whole Mrs. Minnie Latva; Tenant's Harbor,
transact the necessary business, are visiting his mother, Mrs. Ethel Christie felt that much had been Chester Pratt; Damariscotta, Mrs.
and then the meeting will be open Butler, and his sister. Miss Alice accomplished in upholding the dry Alda Sidelinger; Union: Raymond
interests in the state.
Higgins.
Bird; Clarks Island: Baby Russell
to the public.
Red Calf
At the open forum Mrs. Christie Stanley and Spruce Head: Albert
One day recently A P Shepard
The following Patriotic Orders
answered
many
questions,
from
Grant.
will be special guests of the Tent I saw a herd of nine deer in the
those present. Miss Dorothy Lawry
—KCOH—
and will assist in the program in field near his home
Discharges: Rockland: Mrs. Joan
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman sent her regrets she was not able
honor of the Grand Army of the
Dudley and baby girl. Mrs. Jean
Republic: Edwin Libby Relief Corps, went to PTttafleld. March 24. to get to be present.
ette Wlthington and baby girl Mrs.
Miss Frances Mayhew, who re
Mrs. Frank Horeyseck enter turned to her apartment here after zie and Uttle son of Friendship, Annie Newman, Mrs. Carolyn Ma
tained Monday afternoon at a spending the winter with her were Sunday visitors of Mr and kie and baby boy. Master Douglas
Haraden, Miss Evelyn Dillstorm,
Superlative
card party at her Amesbury street cousin, Mrs Lulu Clements, in Mrs Charles MacKenzie.
The Victor Grange Sewing Circle Mrs. Gertrude Black. Master Peter
•10*
home, benefit Knox Hospital Aux Pittsfield.
The WS.CS will meet at the met at the home of Mrs Etta Mar Zaflrious, Mrs Madeline Raye and
iliary.
church vestry April 7 for an all- riner March 24. Plans for work Mrs. Nellie Lodberry and baby girl;
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence of day meeting Each one to bring were made. The next meeting will Union: Mrs. Mary Cunningham,
be April 8 at the home of Mrs. John Lilja and Mrs. Muriel Heath
Lloyd’s Pharmacy are expected to their own lunch.
return from a Florida vacation this
Walter Aldus and daughter, Mrs. Harcourt Daniels in the afternoon and baby girl; Waldoboro: Mrs
Blark Calf
Mrs Annie Rider and baby girl and
evening.
Vivian Stone of Victor Grange, at as usual.
Warren:
Mrs.
Greta
Burchard.
Mrs
Ethel
Butler,
Miss
AUce
tended the Neighborhood Night
Mrs Mildred F Calder and Miss meeting at Equity Grange, on Higgins and Mr. and Mrs Adelbert
Mr and Mrs Calvin Elwell and
Mary Anderson, of Knox County March 26
Higgins and daughter Patty were
General Hospifcl. and Mrs. Mary
son Steven and Mr. and Mrs. Al
Mrs Katherine Wade, Mrs. Eve visitors in Portland Saturday.
bert Eiwell spent Sunday in West
B. Lawry recently attended the lyn Bradley, Mrs. Madeline Hunt
brook. guests of Mr. and Mrs Or
meeting of the Maine Association ington, and Mrs. Mae Robinson,
mond Hopkins and family.
of Medical Record Librarians held all of Belfast were callers on Mrs
Kenneth Rogers of Hartford,
The Woman's Society of Chris
at the Maine General Hospital in Ada Howard and son Dudley Sun
Conn., is spending a few days with tian Service met at the home ol
Portland. Mrs. Donald M. Rosen day afternoon
Mr
and Mrs.
berger. director of the Maine Gen Clarence Morse and baby of Bel his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Mrs. Henry Mayer Tuesday night.
Rogers before entering the service Those present included: Mrs Ma
eral, showed slides of the hospi mont. were Sunday callers.
Mrs. Annie Knowles, Mrs. Eva rian Keene, Mrs. Eva Wing, Mrs
Blac k or
tal, and Miss Jane Evans, of Web
An all-day meeting of the Wing and Mrs. Evelyn Rogers are
Blue
Evelyn
Rogers,
Mrs.
Margaret
ber Hospital, Biddeford, showed WSGS. will be held April 7. at
attending farm and Home Week in Hutchins. Mrs. Bessie Bomeman,
colored slides taken when she at the vestry, each to bring her own
Orono, Mrs. Knowles being one of Mrs. Ada Elwell, Mrs. Margaret
tended the International Congres* lunch.
the demonstrators on the program. Havener, Mrs. Jean Simmons, Miss
last summer.
Mr and Mrs Bertram MacKenVernon Hutchins, who is on va Elizabeth ElweU and the hostess.
cation from the University of Mrs. NeUie Meyer.
Maine is spending the week in
Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Advertise in The Courler-Oazette
Make Your Reservations Now!

Warren Lions Plan
Scout Night and
Minstrel Show

*

FITTING

FOR EASTER DAY DINNER

AYER

MrietirSiNNOW ONLY 50*’
So effective, so pleasant to
wse—*no wonder Ayer Dry
is o favorite with meticulous
men ond women. Specially
priced for a limited time—
you save 50c on eoch ,cn I

OFFINS

W.C.T.U. Heard

■ft
fa

ORFF’S CORNER

SALE!

BOYS’ SPRING SLACKS
Junior

WED AT CAMDEN SATURDAY
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SENTER*
CRANE'S

AT THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
MENU
Choice of Appetizer
Relishes
Raked Virginia Ham. Pineapple or
Raisin Sauce
Roast Ia>ng Island Duckling,
Orange Glace
Vegetables
Potatoes
Thorndike Salad
Choiie of Desserts
Coffee
Tea
Milk
Colored Eggs Minto Easter Raskets

OTHER ENTREES AVAILABLE
ADULTS $2.5$ PER PERSON
CHILD’S PLATE $1.75
See Hostess or Call 1485
Served from 12 Noon till 4 P. M.
39-40

(jlajvs

KNIT FOR KOREA
The Children Need Your Help.
No Special Yarn—Use Your Odds and Ends.
We Have Free Booklets on How and What
To Make — Crocheted and Knitted . , .

pina

Our Gourmet's Corner (Easter Suggestions)
S. S. Pierce Co. Products

Other Stylos at

Our Gift Room, Newly Stocked, Invites
Vour Inspection.

McLAIN

THE COPPER KETTLE

SHOE STORE
At the Walk-Over Slga
432 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

MRS. HERVEY C. ALLEN, SR.

3»- lt

-tt

"ssr-r-r-

est oratorio group, gave its frat
performance. "The Messiah." In
1815 The first organ of the church
Is Favorite Of
is now in State Street Chapel. In
Portsmouth. N. H.. although its
Boston's Guests
gilt crown and two gilt miters still
(Thl* 1* the first tn a aerie* of j may be seen on the present organ
articles on historic Boston, pre
Across the threshold of this fapared aa a public service by the j mous church have passed manyOliver Wendell
Manger Hotel Many of these his famous people
toric landmarks are visible from Holmes rented a pew in the gal
the windows of the hotel, and ail lery Descendants of Paul Revere
j have occupied pew 33 next to the
are within walking distance).
In the very heart of busy, bust Governor s Pew. Prom 1946 to 1948
ling downtown Boston—elbowed by Gov Robert F Bradford was senior
City Hall and the Parker House- warden of the church
King's Chapel doesn't own one
stands a little weather-blackened
granite building known as King s inch of land over at.d above what
It stands on. The surrounding
Chapel
For 204 years this small and un land belongs to the City of Bospretentious edifice has watched i ton. When, as an after thought,
the life of a growing city swirl by it was decided to build a vestry
It and there are relatively few of at one side of the chancel, perthe passersby who are aware of mis ion was obtained from the city
the rich and significant history only on the condition that an arch
way was left under the vestry wide
held within its aging walls.
The mellow old bell which calls enough to allow the caretaker of
the worshippers to its regular Sun ' the burial ground to pass with his
day service was brought from Eng wheelbarrow
land as early as 1772 and re-cast
The church was five years in the
In 1816 by that master of bells building and in 1754 held its first
himself—Paul Revere.
service with the elite of the colony
No building in Boston is better attending They were flanked by
built Its walls are solid granite royal army officers tn the scarletblocks, four feet thick, and were coated uniforms The Monarchs
brought by barge from Quincy to William and Mary, granted the
the docks in Boston Harbor from church 100 pounds a year, and sent
which point horse-drawn drays gifts of carpets, cushions, altar
dragged thorn to the church site cloths, books, and a handsome set
*t the corner of Tremont and of communion silver
8ch«ol Greets. So good was the
The American Revolution, 20
constructln of the church that in years later, found some 30 Royal
all of its more than 2C0 years there ists fleeing to Nova Scotia with
has been no need of any major the church records and silver Only
repairs and there is not one crack the records ever have been found
In its ceiling.
King's Chapel is open to visitors
King's Ch-tpel holds the distinc from 9 a tn. to 4 p m free of
tion of being the first church in charge
New England to have an organ
The wise man has his doubts—
It was here. too. that the Handel
and Haydn Society. America's old the fool Is positive

Old King's Chapel

f/ofe/

^okrai/te
INBOSTON

Me dewit oftde etty/" t
"Breezy Comer" Handy to theatres, shop
ping and the business districts Overlooking

•

OUTSTANDING

SINKRAt

C

V* kA

historic Boston Common

RATES

HerbeT Cooke of Los Angeles and
Miss Gwendolyn Gray Perry of
25 YEARS AGO
Rockland.
Rockland, Feb 21 Mario Grlspl
A Review from The Conrter-Gasette of Happenings Which Interested
Rockland and Vicinity During the Corresponding Period of 1928
and Mils Felicia Pelllcanl both of
--------------------Rockland.
Bucksport, Feb.
18. Ellsworth
Thirty-three thousand volts of, Ingraham Hill, Feb. 16. to Mr.
Smith
of
Bucksport
and
Miss Doris
electricity were turned on In the I and Mrs Joseph Baum of South
Roberts of Vinalhaven.
transformer at the new cement Thomaston, a son.
Rockland. Feb. 11 Edwin T. Car
AU Readers of The
plant. Joe Taylor is the superin
Brookline, Mass.. Feb—to Mr
man of Deer Isle and Miss Myra
tendent of construction.
and Mrs. Bernard Wallace, a
Courier-Gazette Are
Gross of Rockland.
E. W Pike attorney for the own daughter.
Rockland, Feb. 28 Sidney M.
Invited to Send Service
ers. offers Wessaweskeag Inn for
Waterville, Feib. 18, to Mr. and
Smoot and Susie Cline, both of
sale.
Mrs Carl BJacklngton. a daughter.
Items for This Column.
Rockland
Camden Hl Girls defeat Rock- | Portland. Feb. 18, to Mr. and Mrs l
Rockland, Feb. 11, Edwin T. Car
land Hi by one point and become Lewis Burns, (Elsie Mitchell) a
Rockland, March 19, to Mt and man of Deer Isle and Miss Myra
champions of Knox-Lincoln league.' son.
l
Mrs. Leroy Chatto, a son. Kenneth Groaa of Rockland, (Correction.)
The South Main street store of ■ Thomaston. Feb 13, to Mr and
Austin.
Rockland, Feb. 12. Herbert K
Charles Shadle was fatally de- | Mrs. James O’Neil, a daughter. LilClark Island March 21 to Mr. Draper of Clinton. Mass., and Miss
stroyed by fire. There was no In-, llan Frances.
surance.
j Rockland, Feb. 17, to Mr and and Mrs. Wilbur Allen a son Wil- I Lena E. Thorndike of Rockland.
| bur Warren, Jr.
j Rockland, March 1, Raynold H.
maxed by the assault on Onslow
A mild epidemic of scarlet fever ’ Mrs. George D. Curtis, a daugh
Thomaston, March 23, to Mr. and ■ Tibbetts and Miss Frederica SylBeach, N C., early in April.
ter, Doris Marie.
was rampant in Rockland.
• • e •
Mrs. • Richard Lowell. (Dorothy vester, both of Rockland.
Union, Feb. 14, to Mr. and Mrs
City Matron Helen Corbett as
Judkins) a daughter.
j Rockland, Jan. 8. Augustus King
Hunting down and destroying cribes availability of work In the Oscar Upham, a daughter.
Waldoboro, March 21, to Mr and' and Miss Eunice Phelps, both of
subamrlnes is a dangerous Job city to the extremely mild winter.
Hartford, Oonn.. Feb. 23, to Mr
Mrs. Harold Wlnchenbach. a Rockland.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of, and Mrs. A. H. Calder of the US
Gilbert A. Boggs of Warren. Lieu
daughter.
Waldoboro, March 10, Sylvester
Auburn was called to the pastor- [ Coast Guard Service, a daughter.
tenant (junior grade) USN. Is
Rockland. March 23. to Mr. and H. Simmons and Miss Evelyn Welt.
Friendship, Feb. 21 to Mr, and
ate of Rockland's First Baptist
performing such a Job.
Mrs. George S. Callahan, a son,
Camden, March 21, Clifford Bur
Mrs. Laureston Davis, a son.
1 Church.
Boggs is attached to Air AntiGeorge 8. Jr.
kett and Miss Jessie Richard* both
Paris. France. Feib. 10, to Mr
Town Meeting reports were not
“’a
Submarine Squadron 26 (VS-26) at
Rockport, March 22 to Mr and of Camden.
so different 25 years ago. Argu- and Mrs. Sumner Jackson of Wal
w.
the Naval Station. Norfolk. Va
Mrs. Alphonso Eaton, a daughter.
Rockport, March 27, William A.
) ments were quickly settled by the doboro, a son.
VS-26 was commissioned In 1950
Camdsn, March—to Mr and Mrs. Baker of Edgecomb and Miss Beu
Arkville, N. Y„ Feb. 17, to Mr
j moderators and the democratic
and for the past two and one-half
Robert Smith, a daughter.
lah R Lane of Rockport.
J
process of administering each com- and Mrs. Kenneth A. George, (Miss
Rockport, March 26 to Mr. and
years, the squadron has made an
..
...
Marriages
Evelyn Gray of Thomaston) a son.
. ’
mumty prevailed,
Mrs. Daniel Landry, a son, John
enviable record for itself as an <
_
Roculand Taxi
and Baggage Warren Merritt.
Rockland,
Feb.
8, Chester E. Ma
efficient Naval unit. They fly. day
announces that it hai en_
Thomaston, Feb. 26, to Mr. and Francis.
son and Miss Helen Staples, both
and night, from aircraft carriers gaged Miss Madoline Hopkins as Mrs. Maynard Brazier, a daughter. Marriages Feb. 15 to Feb. 28, 1928
Rockland, Feb. 16 Francles D. of Rockland.
in all types of weather, under all j
taxl drlver
Rockland. Feb. 27, to Mr. and
Rockland, Feb. 8, Timothy E.
Russell
of Urania, La., and Miss
possible conditions.
, Rockland Hlgh g^od debating Mrs. Henry Parsons, a daughter,
McInnis and Miss Katherine M.
Caskilena
J.
Elwell
of
Rockland.
Each pilot of the squadron must team wo„ from Uncoln Academy. Dorothy Pauline.
Thomaston, Feb. 18. Benjamin Lynn, both of Rockland.
complete a three-year training I vtrglnla Eagan, Donald Haskell
Thomaston, Feb. 11, Raymond
Births
March
I,
to
March
15,
1928
J
Crittenden
and Miss Edna Creamer
period before being considered and Marguerlte deRochmont arWatson of Friendship and Miss
Friendship.
Feb.
27
to
Mr
and
both
of
Thomaston.
proflclent for anti-submarine war- g^ed affirmatively on the resolve
Ingraham Hill, Feb. 19 to Mr. and Leona E. Dean of Rockland.
Pvt. Kenneth C. Robinson
fare. This training includes two “tbat the United States should Mrs. Samuel Miller (Vivian Larra
Rockland, Feb. 11, Frank Nash
bee)
a
daughter.
Mrs.
John Carver, a daughter, Al
Mrs. Bessie O'Sullivan was plea years of flight training and one cancel all allied war debts canof Camden and Mias Ruth Croc
ice
Barbara.
West Rockport, Feb. 29, to Mr.
santly surprised Tuesday when she year of flying with Hie squadron tracted prior to the signing of the
Rockland, Feb. 22 to Mr and Mrs. kett of Rockport.
and Mrs. Robert Heald twins, Rob
received word from her son Pvt. VS-26 is under the command o! J Armistice.”
Fred
H. Snowman, a son, Donald
ert
Charles,
Eda
Charlene.
When you park your car, take
Kenneth C Robinson, that he has Commander Janies S Elkins. Jr., ' we wonder If they Would still
Fred.
East
Union,
Feb.
22
to
Mr
and
USN.
a
veteran
anitl-sub
pilot
of
,
be
In
the
affirmative
on
that
questhe Ignition key with you. This
arrived safely In Japan. Pvt. Rob
Orff's Corner. Feb 19 to Mr. and
I tion today.
Mrs. Lee Mank. a son.
simple precaution would almost
inson enlisted June 19, 1952 on his World War II.
Mrs. Maurice Haskell, a daughter.
Camden,
March
1,
to
Mr.
and
Boggs
entered
the
Naval
service
(
Madge
Bellamy
at
the
Strand
in
eliminate automobile thefts, de
18th birthday He went to Fort
South
Warren.
Feb.
—
to
Mr.
and
clare our State Police.
Williams July 8 and passed his at Boston in 1946 He is a gra- her picture “Colleen" had to com- Mrs. Ralph Colson, a daughter.
St. George. Feb. 29 to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey, a son, Edward
physical He received word to re duate of Warren High School and pete with five acts of vaudeville,
Copeland,
Rockland High’s girl basketball Mrs. Alfred Rawley, a son.
port to Bath. Sept. 15. leaving the has attended the University of
Rockland, Feb. 8. to Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland, March 8 to Mr and
team wound up the season with 10
same day for Fort Devens then to Maine, Orono
Thomas
Anderson, a son, Gordon
CLAYT BITLER
• • • •
wins and one loss (that the very Mrs. Carroll J. Riley of Thomaston,
Indiantown Gap, Mil. Res where
Thomas.
a
son.
The
escort
vessels
USS
Coates
last
game.)
On
the
team
were
Alice
he took 16 weeks of basic training
Rockland. Feb. 10, to Mr and Wants to See YOU About
Black- j Flanagan, Jim Brewer, Barbara Rockland, Fob. 28. to Mr and
He graduated from Indiantown. De Long and JDouglas
Mrs.
Carl Swanholm, a son, Sigurd
TELEVISION
Mrs. Walder Moore of Waldoboro,
Jan. 19, Mr and Mrs John O'Sul wood are training sonar students | McBeath.
Roy.
a
daughter.
167-W
in
anti-submarine
warfare
1
Angelina
Mazzeo,
Kathleen
Weblivan and Mrs Edna Critch attend
Los Angeles, Feb. 21 Clarence
Waldoboro, Feb. 28 to Mr. and
Serving aboard the Coates is i ber, Captain Carol Flanagan, Glen
ed the graduation. Pvt Robinson
Mrs. Arthur Hatch, a son.
returning home with them on a Thomas E
Stenger,
sor.arman Stevens was the PhysicalDirector,
Camden, March 12, to Mr. and
seven day furlough On January 28 third class, USN, son of Mr. and \ Births Feb. 1
to Feb. 15, 1928
Mrs. Frank Nash, a daughter.
he left Harrisburg,
Penn., for Mrs. Charles H Stenger of FriendRockland, Feb. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland, March 7, to Mr and
Washington, shortly
afterwards ship, and husband of the former ;
Herbert L. Moon, a son, Herbert Mrs. Joseph Widdecombe, a daugh
leaving there for overseas duty. Be- Miss Maxine Denbow of 35 Cam
Leroy, Jr.
ter, Nellie Marie.
Get $500: Repay
fore entering service Pvt. Robinson den street. Rockland,
Rockland. Jan. 31 to Mr. and
Rockland. March 10, to Mr and
(20 Month Plan)
CASH V6u 66T
repay
was employed at the United Home
Sonar is an underwater method
Mrs. O. W Stuart, a daughter, Mrs. John H. Brubaker, a son.
Make a clean sweep of old bills
Monthly'
$600
i Supply Co.
of detection using sound waves
... pay taxes ... reduce monthly
Mary.
■to
Thomas Wesley.
• • • •
It is a key factor in anti-subma$46 70
IS Mot.
payments with a
loan.
Hope. Jan. 27 to Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland.
March
4.
to
Mr
and
Now in the Mediterranean aboard ; rlne warfare today. The escort Arthur Hart, a son, Obed Arthur.
20 Mot.
36.69
Phone, write, or come inMrs
Charles
D.
Brown,
a
son,
the light cruiser USS Roanoke on; vessels are a class of ship deAbove payment*
cover everything!
Loans $1000 and _____________
Union, Jan. 26. to Mr and Mrs Charles Dalton. Jr.
Loon* of other amounts, or for other
her fourth tour of duty is Austin! veloped during World War n as
less on Signature,
period*, are in proportion.
Me.
Bryan Clark, a son.
Furniture, or Auto
Union, March 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
R Ulmer, personnel man third1 submarine killers and well suited
Rockland. Jan. 27. to Mr. and Angelo Howard, a daughter, Iva
class, USN. son of Mr. and Mrs j to the task of training the future
Mrs. Edgar H Rackliff. a daughter Harriet.
•IHI
that ukis IO s*r ns'
Henry E. Ulmer of 202 Camden! sonarman
Gladys Maxine.
Woronoce. Mass, March—to Mr.
street, Rockland
FINANCE CO.
Friendship. Feb. 1, to Mr and and Mrs. Allen MacKusick 'Ava L.
Mrs. Edwin Prior, a son.
MATINICUS
OF MAINE
Gushee formerly of Appleton), a
Pfc. George A Dennison, son of
Rockland. Jan. 30. to Mr and j wn
Cente'r
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.
Harold Bunker had a grass fire
Maurice A. Dennison. Spruce Head
Mrs. William Davis of Union, a
2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Ingraham HiU. March 15 to Mr.
is taking part in “Exercise Snow Tuesday night which created plenPhone: 1133 • Miles R. Sawyer, YES MANager
daughter, Mary Louise
and Mrs. Fred C. Llndaey. a son,
Storm” an Army winter training tcy of excitement for a short time.
Imhi aod. I. rs.t4.nt, •( o*1 iin’.»"4in, town, ‘ Iwi «•“ mndn kr mall
Newark, N. J., Feb. 8. to Mr. Curtia Hewett.
Hilda and Eileen Ames have been
operation at Camp Drum. N. Y.
and Mrs. Frank A. St. Clair a son.
Dennison a medical aidman in home from Brookline. Mass., for a
Jerome Hamilton.
Company B of the 278th was for few days.
Rockland. Feb. 8, to Mr. and Mrs
merly stationed at Fort Tilden,
Mr and Mrs. Frank Thompson Walter O Hastings, of Thomaston, j
LOW PRICES
FREE DELIVERY
N Y He was a truck driver before and daughter, and Miss Irene
a son.
entering the Army in March 1961. Thompson were recent visitors at
Ingraham Hill, Feb. 11 to Mr. and I
Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Donald Clark of Rockland, a
WE ARE NOW FRANCHISED DEALERS
In the Caribbean taking part in
Mrs John Mitchell went to Rock son, Donald Emerson, Jr.
the largest amphibious training ex
land Wednesday on business.
Rockland, Feb. 10 *« Mr and Mrs
ercises to be held by the Atlantic
IN THE ENTIRE BENDIX LINE
Raymond
J. Maddocks of Appleton
Shcrwin
Philbrook
has
been
in
Fleet, aboard the submarine USS
a
son.
Rockland
the
past
few
days.
Trout, is Navy Cdr George W. Kit
REFRIGERATORS, HOME FREEZERS, ELECTRIC STOVES. We have the
Sayre, Penn., Feb.— to Dr and
The Ladies Aid held a supper at
tredge, Commanding Officer, son
Howard
Gray,
a
son.
Mrs.
Thrifty
30 inch model in ELECTRIC STOVES, and the NEW DUROMATIC
the
church
vestry
Wednesday
and
of Mr and Mrs. Scott F Kittredge
Everett, Mass.. Feb. 9, to Mr. and
of South Thomaston, and husband a good crowd was in attendance,
WASHER,
That Washes and Drys in the same unit—This is the very latest ever
Mrs. Forest A Nickerson, (Hazel
of Mrs. Gayle C. Kittredge of 20I despite the rain.
manufactured
in U. S.
Dart street. New London, Conn.
| Mis Flora Philbrook, Mrs Jes- ! Chaplcs' a sonJ
Births Feb. 18 to Feb 28. 1928
The Trout Is part of the New ' sie Philbrook and George Philbrook
The Entire COOLERATOR LINE, a bunch of I8V2 FT- FREEZERS and prices
London. Conn., based subs engaged were Thursday visitors of Mrs. IsaBurkettvllle. Feb.—to Mr and
you never dreamed of.
in the operation that will be cli- belle Ripley
j Mrs. Raymond Maddocks. a son.

Rockland. March 3. to Mr and
Mrs. Elmer Johnson, a daughter,
Arlene May
Rockland. March 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick R. Smallwood, a
son, Frederick Edward.
Lincolnville. March 16, to Mr
and Mrs Hugh Pendleton, a daugh
ter.
Rockland. March 16, to Mr. and
Mrs Marcus Chandler of Camden,
a son Richard McDougall.
Rocxland, March 22, to Mr. and
M.s PearUe Hall, , wn>
nest

IOAY*
$30.58 Mo.

At Tremont and Boylston streets, Boston's

MODERATE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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CUISINE

UANASII

rsenal

Brawn knockabout
with elastic gore and
laced vamp. Brown
•pun crept sate and
heel. Very rich look
ing. BtD wldlhe. Siiee
* la 12. *7.93

kA

THE NEW

TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY

leek. Ilk. *10 vetu#>
Deluxe brown uppers,
with storm welt and
heavy long wearing
tales. BAD widths.
Sites 6 to 12 $7 95

IS CLOSING

A Few FLORENCE ELECTRIC STOVES, Cabinet Models that sold for 239.95—
OUR PRICE $199.95—a real steal if you need a stove.
The Entire GIBSON LINE, a good line. Plenty of the Self-Defrosters.
The Entire GLENWOOD STOVE LINE, the oldest manufacturer of Stoves in New
England. See the NEW GLENWOOD OIL AND ELECTRIC DUAL OVENS, also
the Oil and Gas Dual Ovens, as well as other models. See the Glenwood Stove
line before you buy, and the best place to see it, and buy, is KALER’S in
Washington.
TELEVISION! Of Course We Sell Them and FULLY INSTALL. We are Fran
chised Dealers in RCA, EMERSON, CAPEHART, HALLICRAFTERS and ARVIN.
Again you can Save Money to see Kaler.
The Entire YOUNGSTOWN SINK LINE, Floor and Overhead Cabinets, the line
that everybody knows.
The best assortment of BREAKFAST SETS you have ever seen. Look them over.
The PLANET JR. TRACTORS, 1 to 5 horsepower. Another good line.
FAIRBANKS-MORSE POWER LAWN MOWERS and WATER PUMPS.
GOULD PUMPS.
We Have National Shawmut Bank Finance, and F. H. A. through the same bank.
What better finance or prestige to a business than Shawmut Bank of Boston?

nether , n^l^tpy
ferewn number,
with tobacco
pouch vamp,
dorm welt end
dgrabli sales.
Maes 6 (e 12.
*7 93

rctfPHonr ,
c'«fcrcwr ,

Also
Full Line of

Dress Shoes 7.45
BE

New is the lime to notify the Telephone
Business Office of any changes te be made in yeur

tor additional residence or business listings, or adver.
tiling in the classified pages.
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PRICES SHOWN SUBJECT TO SALES TAX

HAROLD B. KALER

Telephone • TEiMiari
COMPANY

346 MAIN STKfccT - ROCKLAND. MAINE

in
or
on
by

OPEN EVERY DAY, EVENINGS, AND SUNDAYS.

listing in the local telephone directory, and to arrange

WISE - Economize with

Johnson

We have the best—ahead of the rest. Try us and be convinced. Keep this
mind always, KALER is the sole owner. I am not doing business on loans
borrowed money. My overhead is low in comparison to city stores.
Why
earth can’t KALER sell far below any of his competitors. Convince yourself
driving to Washington.

TELEPHONE 5-25

WASHINGTON, MAINE

SERVICE

and

SATISFACTION
37<fcSS-40

